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Urban institutions are faced with one
of their most
difficult tasks:
adapting traditional lines of communication
to include the full participation of
diverse
cultures.

Conventional leadership in educational institutions
must
overcome communication barriers that separate
participants.
Increasingly, urban schools--like all schools--are
expected
to play a major role in developing the human
potential of

students.

Both affective and cognitive goals for

education have been proposed as viable approaches to meeting
this educational challenge.

Principals and teachers are

ca Il e U upon to devise and implement instructional resources

which facilitate effective person-to-person communication.
As urban schools aspire to meet the challenge before

them

— the

full participation of poor and minority students--

communication skills will be of paramount importance.

Many

educational tasks faced by urban educators today were not

perceived as challenges previously because children from
poor and minority cultures could dropout
the work force.

of school and enter

Since jobs are becoming extremely limited,
v

educational requirements have been
raised as a screening
device.
Therefore, poor and minority students
have a need
for additional schooling, and
requirements for improved
interpersonal communication increase. Urban
teachers must
learn how to teach effectively a growing
number of pupils
from diverse cultures. An addition of new
educational
programs which focus on teacher-student verbal
interactions
is needed.

These innovative programs would provide inner-

city teachers with the know-how to expand their
communication
in order to meet the full educational needs of poor
and

minority students.
Effective interpersonal communication in urban
schools is a key factor for successful teaching.

When

planning classroom learning experiences, urban principals
and teachers would demonstrate effective interpersonal

communication through the incorporation of student ideas
in learning activities.

Frequently, urban teachers fail to

make known their expectations to students and to share

positive teaching experiences among themselves.

On occasions,

nonspecific verbal directions serve interests of urban
teachers, while, at the same time, confusing the understandings
of students.

Since well-defined objectives tend to elevate

the interest of students, they need to know what their

Even with clearly defined aims

teachers expect from them.

for urban classroom teaching, many inner-city pupils would
vi

Still fail to grasp the full meaning
of teachers' goals.
Often times, this is due to communication
barriers between
teachers and students— especially for
poor and minority
youngsters.
Urban educators must seek strategies which
establish and maintain effective communication
in innercity schools.
A new and different look at teaching and learning
in

urban schools creates a challenge for principals and

teachers to increase positive verbal interactions within
classrooms.

The challenge includes the responsibility for

urban schools to formulate effective strategies for

eliminating communication barriers between principals, teachers,
students

,

and community residents

.

Since communication

barriers are often perpetuated through racism and social
class biases, a firm commitment from urban principals
and teachers is needed to combat these negative forces.

Periodic evaluations of principals and teachers, when

directed toward positive goals, serve to elevate the quality
of classroom teaching.

In-service training programs which

facilitate the development of evaluative criteria and
improvements in person-to-person communication encourage
more realistic perceptions in urban schools for teaching
and learning.

Vll

Communication barriers and suggestions for
improving
interpersonal interactions in urban schools are
discussed in
the first chapter.
Included in the second chapter
are

pertinent in-service training models.

Selected urban

teacher interviews are contained in the third chapter.

An effective in-service training design is proposed in the
fourth chapter.

In the concluding chapter, the major themes

for the dissertation are summarized, discussed and

recommendations made for future in-service teacher training.
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Preface

Urban schools are faced with the challenge
of providing
learning experiences which satisfy the needs
of inner-city
student s- -especially poor and minority pupils.
Both
student

centered educational programs and effective teaching
strategies are required in order to develop meaningful learning

activities

.

Inner-city school principals and teachers are

expected to formulate instructional resources and teaching

techniques for facilitating positive verbal interactions

within urban classrooms.

The recognition of learning ex-

periences brought to school by inner-city students would
create a basis for cultivating the potentials of minority

children
Poor and minority children are often underrated in

terms of their learning potentials and contributions they
can make to urban schools.

Inner-city students come to

school with survival skills learned in their community

which could be used to facilitate learning.

If urban

teachers provide instructions which recognize inner-city
students' needs, strengths, and aspirations, meaningful

learning would take place.

Wilson Riles wrote of the

xm

,

so-called "disadvantaged" student
that:
What is most remarkable about this
student
is that when the program and
the people
implementing it are appropriate, he
learns
a
a ra P ld rate--and he does
so in spite of
,
malnourishment economic insecurity, emotionai-sociai problems, and all other
elements
which are interacting on and within
him.
That
e can learn at such a rate
is evidence not
only of his courage, tenacity, and learning
potential but of the high value he places in
trying to receive an education as well. 1
,

Effective in-service programs for urban schools,

which focus on improving interpersonal communication,
would
assist principals and teachers in providing reality-based

learning experiences for inner-city students.

A two-way

flow of communication between inner-city teachers and

students can serve to build a more stimulating learning
environment.

Urban classrooms provide an excellent setting

for teachers to observe verbal interactions of inner-city

principals, teachers, and students.

Therefore, a major

concern for this study is to examine urban teachers'

perceptions of communication in inner-city schools, and to
investigate new approaches for increasing positive verbal

interactions between principals, teachers, students and
parents.

An emphasis is placed on finding simple straight-

forward strategies for improving interpersonal communication

wilson C. Riles, The Urban Education Task Force
Final Report of the Task Force on Urban Education
Report:
to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (New
York
Praeger Publishers, 1970) pT 201.
:

xiv

1X1

Urban school s-

By re-examining communication
in urban

schools in new and different
ways, principals, teachers,
students, and community residents
can continue to generate
fresh opportunities for more
effective teaching and learning.
An overview of interpersonal
communication barriers
and suggestions for improving
person-to-person interactions
urban schools have been presented in
the first chapter.
The second chapter included a review
of pertinent

m

in-

service training programs which offered
a sense of direction
for developing effective teacher training
models.
In the

third chapter, a sampling of inner-city
teachers' per-

ceptions of communication in urban schools gave
unique insights for making an analysis of the verbal behavior
of

principals, teachers and students.
,

An effective in-service

training design has been proposed in the fourth chapter.
In the concluding chapter,

the major themes set forth in

this dissertation have been summarized, discussed, and

recommendations made for ongoing self-renewal for urban
school principals and teachers.

xv

CHAPTER

I

AN OVERVIEW OF INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION
IN URBAN SCHOOLS

The purpose of this chapter is to describe
several

factors which contribute to ineffective interpersonal

communication in urban schools, and to suggest approaches
increasing positive verbal interactions between
principals, teachers, and students.

Due to the organiza-

tional structure of urban schools, communication barriers
are created which impede free exchanges of ideas.

Generally,

cognitive and affective educational objectives are not used

collectively to facilitate interpersonal communication.

To

date, most conventional in-service training programs have

served to help urban teachers make new curriculum materials

more effective.

Since many inner-city schools do not have

reliable instruments for evaluating the effectiveness of inservice workshops, supervisors have few valid means of measuring
the performance of teachers.

Consequently, some urban

teachers are denied feedback with respect to their teaching

behavior which could have a negative influence on interpersonal communication improvements.

^

2

Traditional Institutions and
Communication Barriers
The authoritarian approach to communications
has

become a tradition

in

societal institutions.

In general,

communication within organizations has traditionally
flowed
from the top down without the benefit of reciprocity.

Each

administrator within
^^

y®

a

traditional bureaucratic structure

information or directives to subordinates

dissimilar to a military chain of command.

not

Subordinates

who comprised traditional bureaucratic systems responded to

orders without question.

An autocratic form of leadership

existed and performed its tasks through intimidations.
Generally, those who chose to resist authority were penalized

without recourse.
structures

,

As individuals observe institutional

they will most likely conclude that authority

still begins with a top management person and is delegated
to subordinates.

Subordinates, in turn, pass on their

invested authority to employees until the last vestige of
the organization responds.

This autocratic approach to

communication in institutions does not provide for free
exchanges of ideas between employer and employee.
Recent evidence indicates that the authoritarian

approach to communication, in some organizations, is
gradually changing to

a

more open expression of ideas and

3

feelings.

Several bureaucratic institutions are
beginning

to consider the humanistic aspects of
management.

For

example, an increasing number of institutional
leaders are

permitting subordinates to share in the decision making
process.

Many leaders of traditional organizations are

slowly recognizing the real value of subordinate suggestions.

Management is giving more attention to the needs and sentiments of employees.'*'

Although the initial evidence suggests that "the
human side of enterprise" is being discussed in organizations, real changes come grudgingly.

In addition to the

resistance encountered through an authoritarian approach in
institutions, effective communication is hampered by psychological, and physiological barriers.

Television must be

considered as another communication barrier when its telecasts depict unrealistic images of communication in organizations

.

Urban schools are institutions of society and plagued
by the same kind of authoritarian communication found in

other organizations.

Modern communication technology has

not contributed significantly in urban teachers'
to teach, transmit, and receive ideas.
1

facility

Rather, modern

Warren G. Bennis, Kenneth D. Benne, and Robert
Holt, Rinehart
Chin, The Planning of Change (New York:
p. 326
and Winston Inc .7 1969)
,

,

.

.
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communication devices have provided
additional means of
disseminating information without noticeably
improving
urban schools' capacity for person-to-person
exchange of
ideas
Mass media depiction of urban schools
present an
unrealistic version of person-to-person communication.

Television’s Ro om 222

,

for example, conveys an image that

communication processes can be established in
minutes.

a

matter of

These distorted perceptions, however, do not

take into account the numerous complex lines of
communica-

tion operating among urban administrators, teachers, and
students.

Thus, urban principals, teachers, and students

can view a program on television without experiencing the

theoretical and practical interactions of the learning
process that a finished product entails.

An effective

in-service program which deals with positive communication
would assist in the restoration of this most significant
aspect of learning.
Similarly, within society these factors and others

might lead a person to believe that problem solving techniques are simple processes; and that these processes occur
in a brief time period.

Urban parents and community

residents might be led to believe that the formulation of
effective communication channels is a simple task for

urban schools.

Often this belief creates an illusion which

,

,

5

does not lend itself to the tenets
of patience and perseverance.
This notion does not imply that
patience is a
virtue and should be exercised at all
times.
Rather, this
means that a lack of practical life experiences
might cause
some students and adults to become impulsive
and make unwise
decisions; thereby evoking negative responses from
urban

school principals, teachers, and students which
inhibit

person-to-person communications.

Some of the interactive

processes so vital for the viewer’s growth and

intellectual development have been lost as a result of
images reflected by mass media.

Psychological and physiological barriers contribute
to ineffective interpersonal communication in urban schools.

The nature and complexity of barriers that inhibit inter-

personal communications among principals, teachers, and
students are directly proportional to the number of persons
involved.

2

Most interpersonal communication ranges from

verbal-nonverbal and formal-informal depending upon the
circumstances in which participants find themselves.

Each

of these methods of communication are restricted by indivi-

duals who comprise a relationship.
2

David Jenkins and
.

See, for example, David Jenkins and Ronald Lippitt
Interpersonal Perceptions of Teachers, Students, and Parents
Division of Adult Education N .E .A.
(Washington, D.C.:
and Mary J. Vestermark, Barriers
Johnson
Dorothy
E.
1951);
Houghton Mifflin Co.,
and Hazards in Counseling (Boston:
1970)
.

3

.
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Ronald Lippitt examined some factors that
influence relationships of teacher-pupil and teacher-parent:
One barrier was the lack of opportunity,
of
specified occasions, when the discussion of
their mutual feelings was the subject of
the meeting.

A second barrier was the group standard or
cultural mores against talking about one's
feelings
A third barrier contributing somewhat to
the previous one, was the difficulty the
members of the various groups have in
expressing their real meaning.

Acceptance of the present situation seemed
to be a fourth barrier.
A fifth barrier to communication was the
resistance to change.
The lack of equal representation in
different groups seemed to be an important
force against satisfactory communication
.

While there is a need to reduce communication barriers
in urban schools and other societal institutions, an

additional task must be to devise strategies to counteract
the equally devisive forces of racism and social class

When inner-city teachers pass on attitudes through

biases.

their verbal behavior which suggest that poor and minority
students do not possess abilities to learn, ineffective

communication takes place.

For example, racist or biased

attitudes interfere with teachers' capacities to encourage
O

Jenkins and Lippitt, pp. 86-88.

^

7

poor and minority students to develop
their innate potentials.
Therefore, urban schools must formulate
learning situations

which afford an opportunity for both
principals and teachers
to analyze their own verbal interactions
in terms of negative connotations.

Urban principals' and teachers' resistance to
change
in many schools neglects the needs of pupils from
diverse

cultural backgrounds, and causes students to become
apathetic
or rebellious.

Similarly, societal institutions' aversion

to change is due, in part, to organizational resistance to

examine new alternatives.

James Farmer reflecting on the

Kerner Commission Report observed:
We are a racist society and our institutions
tend, therefore, to perpetuate that racism
and to preserve the present inequality.
Our
educational institutions are no exception;
they do not bear the full burden, but they
share it with the rest of society.

A significant amount of the resistance to change can be

attributed to attitudes held by individuals within institutions

.

Urban education is influenced by the same attitudes-economic, racist, and social class bias--that inhibit

minority participation in other societal institutions.
4

James Farmer, "Minority Problems," in Dwight W.
Allen and Eli Seifman eds. The Teacher's Handbook
Scott, Foresman Co., 1971), p. 685.
Glenview, Illinois:
,

8

Education in urban schools could begin to
meet the challenge
purported by James Farmer:
Probably the most urgent challenge facing
education and educators in America is to
adapt the highly developed skills and
technology of the profession to the task
of educating children from diverse cultures,
including the culture of poverty.^

Reality-based educational experiences which develop the full
potentials of poor and minority students rest upon attitudinal changes in urban principals and teachers.

Many urban principals and teachers do not perceive
that the conventional approaches to communication and

biased attitudes often foster negative student behavior.

Frequently, urban principals and teachers do not understand
that failure to reinforce, encourage, and support positive

growth and development of students leads to ineffective
communication.

Since urban students are viewed by princi-

pals and teachers in light of previous experiences, mis-

conceived perceptions of pupils might be formulated.

As

Alfred Whitehead stated, "We must not slip into the fallacy
of assuming that we are comparing a given world with a given

The physical world is in some sense a

perception of it.
deduced concept."
5

York:

Ibid

.

,

p.

R

While Whitehead was referring to the
686.

^Alfred N. Whitehead, The Aims of Education (New
Mentor Books, 1949), p. 166.

.

9

physical world the same concept can be
applied to personal
perceptions of urban students.
Frequently, distorted perceptions of urban
pupils
lead to interpersonal communication problems
among principals,

teachers, and students.

Herbert Walberg suggested that

pupils respond to their perception of the classroom.

When

students perceive their classroom as organized and unstratified, they were more satisfied, less hostile and alienated.

Conversely, students who perceive their classroom as dis-

organized and stratified viewed themselves alienated, dissatisfied, in conflict with one another.^
Most of the alienation and dissatisfaction of urban

students might be derived from communication barriers.

Communication barriers not only have a negative impact on
urban schools, but on the community at large.

Teachers

and principals are faced daily with mixed feelings about

complex lines of communication and what role they should
play.

While both teachers and principals see a need to

foster positive interpersonal communication with and among
poor and minority students, they also want to appease the

middle class community.

Effective communication is impeded

between urban school principals, teachers, and students-often stemming from dual commitments.

Urban schools might

^Herbert J. Walberg, "Structural and Affective
Aspects of Classroom Climate," Psychology in Schools 5_
247-253
(July 1968)
:

,

.
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come to realize that a single commitment
is sufficientdeveloping the full potentials of all students.
To the

degree that inner-city schools make a
commitment to eliminate
communication barriers, students may feel less
alienated
and dissatisfied with teaching and learning.
Student behaviors in urban schools are linked to

interpersonal communication.

A network of interpersonal

behaviors affect communication among urban principals
teachers, and students.

Communication, whether verbal or

nonverbal, influence principal-teacher and teacher-student
interactions.

The transmission, reception, and the passing

on of ideas and attitudes, when directed toward positive

motivation, create a classroom environment in which children
learn and feel secure.

When used effectively, verbal com-

munication in urban schools can foster

a

favorable learning

climate
Over three decades of research has documented the

influence of verbal directions on pupil behavior.

Marguerite

Johnson’s study, in 1935, demonstrated that positive
directive, and approving verbal communication to pupils

insured a degree of complying with requests and directions
to learners than were negative, nonspecific, and reproving.

Willard

C.

Olson and M. Muriel Wilkinson examined the same

question, in 1938, by a time sampling technique and sub-

stantiated Marguerite Johnson's findings that directives,

,

^
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approving and specific statements were
more efficacious in
obtaining compliance and cooperation than
negative,

blanket,

and nonspecific statements or requests.^

More recently, Eleanor Leacock investigated
classroom
life.

Leacock examined three dimensions of teacher verbal

behavior:
3)

1)

supportiveness,

2)

leeway for child interaction.

enabling independence, and
Each of these categories

were examined to determine if teacher actions reinforced
stated goals or undermined some or conveyed others.

Although

Leacock did not consider the over— all rating of classroom

teachers as findings, it could be assumed that classrooms

with higher scores would offer a more favorable learning
climate than the "undermining" and "restrictive" classrooms.
Finally Robert Rosenthal indicated that the Pygmalion
effect continues to live in urban classrooms.

For example,

teachers who expect high achievement from students tend
to:

give more feedback;

1)

emotional climate;

3)

2)

create a warmer social-

teach more subject matter, and teach

O

Marguerite W. Johnson, "The Influence of Verbal
Directions on Behavior," Child Development £ (September 1935);
196-204; Willard C. Olson and M. Muriel Wilkinson, "Teacher
Personality as Revealed by the Amount and Kind of Verbal
Direction Used in Behavior Control," Education, Administration
and Supervision 24 (February 1938): 81-93.
^Eleanor B. Leacock, Teaching and Learning in City
Basic Books Inc
Schools: A Comparative Study (New York:
89-91.
1969)
pp.
,

,

.

.
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more difficult subject matter;
students to respond.

4)

allow more time for

An additional finding revealed
that

teachers tend to resent the achievement
of students who
were expected to do poorly. 10
Toward Affective and Cognitive Educational
Goals for Urban Schools
Many educators have discussed cognitive and affective goals for inner-city schools.

Cognitive refers to

building intellectual knowledge of an objective nature.
Term includes calculations, computations, planning,
and arriving at conclusions by using skills of mathematics,

science, and reading.

In contrast, affective growth em-

bodies feelings and emotions, friendship, and a sense of

self-worth 11
Generally, cognitive goals are attained through the

verbal-conceptual methods of lecture, conversations, demonstrations, discussions, and printed materials.

The teaching

approaches an urban teacher might use to enable

a student

to develop positive attitudes toward minority children are
10

Robert Rosenthal, "The Pygmalion Effect Lives,"
Psychology Today 4_ (September 1973): 56-63.
11

Harry Morgan, The Learning Community: A Humanistic
Cookbook for Teachers (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill
197 3
Publishing Co
p. 3.
.

,

)

,

2

,

.
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not as highly specialized. 12

Communication techniques for

effecting positive verbal interactions
between teachers and
students differ from the methods of
cognition.
While
cognitive outcomes are essential for the
formulation of
skills in a mechanized society, it is the
interplay of both
cognitive and affective goals which improves
teaching and
learning in urban schools.
By combining affective

and cog-

nitive goals in urban schools, principals, teachers,
and
students would realize more meaningful interpersonal

interactions
The notion that affective and cognitive goals should
be merged in order to improve urban education is not new.

American educators have maintained for years that affective
aims are needed for the full development of human potentials

Many education commissions have cited objectives which imply

affective goals for education.

In 1938, the Education

Policies Commission of the National Education Association
(NEA)

suggested feasible goals for education:

realization,

2)

human relations,

and 4) civic responsibility.

3)

1)

self-

economic efficiency,

Almost two decades later, the

White House Conference on Education cited aims for education
1

Benjamin S. Bloom, J. Thomas Hastings, and George
Madaus Handbook on Formative and Summative Evaluation
McGraw-Hill Co., 1971)
of Student Learning (New York:
F.

p.

,

225.

.
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respect and appreciation for fellow
human beings, 2)
ability to think and reason effectively,
3) effective work
habits and self-discipline, 4) ethical
character, and 5)
1)

physical and mental health.

By developing teaching techni-

ques for both cognitive and affective goals in
urban education, teachers and principals might come to
recognize a need
for improving interpersonal interactions
The institution of affective goals for urban educa-

tion would assist teachers in making cognitive goals more
effective.

Teaching and learning in urban schools would

benefit from an incorporation of affective objectives in
the curriculum.

The implementation of a curriculum based

on student competencies in urban schools, for example,

would illuminate a need for affective goals.

Affective aims

can lead to the development of subject matter which is based

upon environmental experiences of inner-city students.
This approach would provide a reality-based beginning for
the teaching of more complex materials.

Learning tends to

be more fun for urban students when they are made to feel

their life experiences are meaningful.
Two major factors have contributed to the unsuccessful implementation of affective goals for urban education.

First, a low priority assigned to interpersonal verbal

interactions has led to a continuance of communication
barriers between principals and teachers, teachers and students,

15

and the urban community at large.

Second, affective aims

for urban education need more effective
criteria.

For urban

school teachers, affective aims would include
a reality-

based curriculum designed for students' needs and
interests.
For urban principals, affective objectives imply
high visi-

bility and the ability to communicate on all levels.

For

parents and community persons affective aims facilitate

more positive interests within urban schools, and most
important within the urban community.

Ideally, affective

goals in inner-city schools would go a long way toward

improving the quality of life in the urban community.

While

affective goals provide a knowledge of and an appreciation
for human dignity, cognitive goals in urban education

would provide skills and knowledge necessary for living in
an industrial society.

Interpersonal Communication Difficulties
Faced with chronic behavioral problems emanating

from ineffective interpersonal communication, urban principals and teachers must continue to seek reasonable solutions.

Typically, a major solution for most urban schools has been
the adoption of stricter disciplinary codes--a direct cause
of the authoritarian leadership inherent within institutions
of society.

Stronger disciplinary codes for urban schools

have not produced the desired student behavior.

This leads

16

a person to believe that the answer
lies in urban educational

institutions’ ability to develop positive human
potentials.
Although many inner-city school principals and
teachers
have not fully understood the psychological depth
and range
of the verbal interaction problems in urban schools,
several

indices exist that would depict a recognition of communication difficulties.

For example, inner-city teachers often

mention that they have problems communicating effectively
with certain students.

Urban students often express difficulties in articulating their ideas or feelings in diversified behavior

irregularities.

For example, some pupils who have reading

problems may become aggressive if an inner-city teacher
forces them to read aloud in class because they would feel

embarrassed in the presence of their peers.

When an urban

teacher fails to create a secure classroom atmosphere,

many students exhibit insecurity by annoying their classmates.

Inner-city teachers who establish effective teacher-

student and student-student communication channels have
fewer student behavior problems.

Yet, many urban teachers

do not view themselves as part of the. communication problem.

Some urban teachers think that they are communicating

effectively with their students when they are not.

Consider,

for example, a physics teacher introduced his students to

.

:
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the quantum theory
I went through it once and
looked up only
to find the class full of blank faces-they had obviously not understood.
I
went through it a second time and they still
did not understand it.
And so I went through
"third time, and that time I understood

^
it

1J

Frequently

m

a

,

many urban teachers become so engrossed

one-way flow of information until they fail to perceive
their students do not understand.

a

After having repeated

portion of a lecture several times without evoking positive

pupil responses, a teacher might begin to question his own

ability to communicate.

A few inner-city teachers have

overcome this communication problem by effecting two-way

communication between themselves and students.

Therefore,

urban teachers must not only possess extensive knowledge
in their area of specialization, but they also must be well

versed in effective communication techniques.
Verbal communication between urban teachers and

students depend upon an understanding of common word
meanings:

that is, ascertaining that words or

expressions

hold the same meanings for both students and teachers.

The

true definition of words must not be disguised by various

speech intonations or gestures.
1

York:

3

Urban teachers should

Jerome S. Bruner, The Process of Education (New
Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 1963), pp. 88-89.
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develop learning strategies that facilitate
two-way communicationFor example, effective teacher-student
communication
is demonstrated when urban pupils are
able to repeat
and

follow through on teacher directions.

There is a need to

raise the awareness level of teachers with respect
to

interpersonal communications.

At least, this new awareness

in teachers should reduce the interpretation problems
emanating

from student —teacher dialogue and lead to more effective

communication for urban schools.
Several other factors have contributed to ineffective interpersonal communication within inner-city classrooms.

A pursuit of personal recognition, on the part of a

few students, served to impede or frustrate interactions among
the remainder of students and their teachers.

rewards or achievement motives enhance

Personal

performance for some

students, and facilitate

interpersonal communication between

pupils and their teacher.

Grades in many urban schools have

been used as a tool to reward or punish students.

Conse-

quently, students who are more receptive to an acquisition
of learning skills usually share more favorable interactions

with teachers than students who are less receptive to an

acquisition of learning skills.

.
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In-Service Training Redefined

In-service training is viewed as the professional
linkage between preservice teacher preparation
programs
and teaching and learning in urban schools.

In-service

training can entail all aspects of the professional
improve-

ments of principals and teachers.

For example, many teaching

competencies and knowledge about teaching are based upon

classroom exposure which is

a form of

experience— based

learning
As in-service teachers acquire background learning

concerning their pupils and specific teaching competencies,
in-service training is needed to insure continuous self-

improvements and renewal.

Another pertinent factor for

in-service training is to encourage inner-city teachers to
expand their knowledge about pupils' verbal behavior,

teaching skills, and techniques for more effective classroom instruction.

While all urban teachers may not become

in-service trainees in a formal sense, improvements in their

teaching competencies could be monitored under the structure
of ongoing in-service teacher training.

Finally, effective

in-service training provides constructive criticism, support,
and encouragement for the professional development of in-

service teachers.

Previous authors have documented the failure of

urban schools and in-service programs.

But few educators

.
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have attempted to challenge inner-city
teachers and principals to formulate communication skills
and knowledge which
foster teacher-student understanding.
Generally, the first
priority of urban schools is to maintain student
control.
Secondly, many teachers pretend to teach effectively
through

various administrative techniques which make themselves
look good and protect the traditional bureaucratic
structure.

14

Therefore, some inner-city teachers with great

potentials either give up in frustration or become co-opted
by the schools' organizational structures.

Thus, an in-

service education approach for urban schools which provides

possible solutions to verbal interaction problems is
essential
Most urban teachers and principals have not learned

how to communicate effectively with inner-city students.
Similarly, teachers and principals have not found meaningful
ways of involving parents in the functioning of inner-city

Literature pertaining to urban education is in

schools.

abundant supply, however, effective strategies which make
use of this literature and for parental involvement are lacking.
14

Do Not
See, for example, Alan Jones, Students!
Push Your Teacher Down the Stairs on Friday (Baltimore:
Penguin Books Inc., 197 3 ) Jonathan Kozol,
Maryland
Bantam Books, 1970);
Death at an Early Age (New York:
Classroom (New York:
in
the
Crisis
Silberman,
E.
Charles
Vintage Books, 1971).
:

;
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In-service trainers for urban schools could
make available
a cross section of urban literature to
inner-city principals,
teachers, students, and parents for their enlightenment.
In effect, this technique could begin to
narrow the communi-

cation gap between urban school principals, teachers, students, and parents and pave the way for an examination of

broad range approaches to improvements in interpersonal

communication.

These strategies for positive verbal be-

havioral changes in principals, teachers, students, and
parents should give rise to a common understanding about

urban teaching and learning.
In addition, many urban teachers are not properly

trained to teach inner-city students.

Since students with

diverse cultural and social backgrounds are remaining in
school longer

,

urban teachers must develop diversified

teaching strategies.

These learning approaches should lend

themselves to flexibility and creativity in order to meet
present and future requirements of urban students.

For

example, in-service education could incorporate all aspects
of in-service teacher learning and encourage a sharing of

ideas.

Therefore, inner-city teachers could capitalize

on effective teaching strategies of experienced or gifted

colleagues.

A segment of the in-service education effort

could be devoted to realistic inner-city teacher observations of effective teachers.
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A new dimension for the in-service education
continuum

could include communication skills and knowledge
development
from several sources.
First, some teachers could opt for

independent study under the guidance of the in-service
trainer.

Second, another group of inner-city teachers might

share a classroom know-how in workshop sessions.

Third,

o^her teachers might elect to participate in in-service
sessions which deal directly with developing effective inter-

personal communication skills.

Fourth, some teachers could

involve themselves in self-analyses by the use of tape

recordings or videotapes of their classroom verbal behavior.
Finally, regardless of the approach chosen by inner-city

teachers, they must have the freedom to select and imple-

ment in-service study programs which improve student learning.
By involving the broadest possible range of teaching methods

and experiences, in-service programs could become more

useful for teachers.
Many inner-city teachers and principals tend to
support prescribed approaches to managing student verbal

behavior and learning.

Yet, this method does not provide

a challenge which stimulates

the minds of teachers and

principals to create more realistic approaches to improvements in students' verbal behavior and learning.

Frequently,

the range of student verbal behavior and learning do not

coincide with a prescriptive set of procedures.

Also, this

.
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same assumption could be applied to
teachers and principals
with respect to their verbal behavior and
learning.
Therefore, both the selection of methods and
content materials
for in-service teacher training for urban
schools must

reflect the choices of principals and teachers.

When in-

service training programs for inner-city schools include

students and community resource persons, their ideas and

sentiments must be integral components.
A major focus for in-service training in urban

schools has been to train teachers for the effective use of

curriculum materials.

An additional concern would provide

information which facilitates substance for the development
of interpersonal communication skills between principals,

teachers, students, and parents.

As inner-city educators

consider future needs of urban schools, they must reflect
the all familiar themes of urban life:

unemployment,

poverty, poor housing, and education in a long list of

urban problems
If inner-city schools fail to develop the full

potentials of urban pupils, the inner-city community will
bear the burden of maintaining a minimal level of existence
for the urban poor.
hope, and dignity.

Urban residents need a sense of pride,
Unless urban school teachers and prin-

cipals provide more meaningful learning experiences for

inner-city children, the prospects

for a more hopeful future
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will be increasingly dampened.

Due to the modern standards

of living, school dropouts are relegated to a
life of

marginal subsistence.

Urban teachers not only need in-service

training in the effective use of curriculum materials, but
they also require training which improves the competencies
of teachers in communication skills and learning styles

of students.

Principal-Teacher Involvement in and Evaluation
of In-Service Training
If effective teaching and learning is to take place
in urban schools, principals must consider themselves as

active participants in an in-service education effort.

As

active participants in the in-service training, principals
can initiate a process designed to eradicate barriers that

have thwarted interpersonal communication between themselves
and teachers.

Teachers are confronted daily with difficult

problems of which they need empathetic counsel.

They like

to communicate with their principals both formally and in-

formally without fear of recrimination.

Many problems

experienced by inner-city teachers might be resolved through
open lines of principal-teacher communication.

Informal

person-to-person communication among urban principals and
teachers could contribute to an exploration of solutions
for specific urban school problems.

:
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Urban teachers are often prevented
from discussing
interpersonal communication difficulties with
their principals because of the school's organizational
structure.

Frequently, it is the inner-city principal's
responsibility
to evaluate the performance of teachers and
to make

recommendations for rehiring, for tenure, for annual pay
increments

,

and for new employment

.

Therefore

,

urban

teachers are reluctant to express their true sentiments
about classroom communication problems and to request

assistance from principals.

Jerome Bruner suggested another

reason for increasing the effectiveness of interpersonal

communication between principals and teachers:

"To

communicate knowledge and to provide a model of competence,
the teachers must be free to teach and learn ." 15
Some communication skills are easier for teachers to

learn after they have acquired certain classroom experiences.

Robert Hutchins presented a case for experience-based

learning
This pedagogical principal, that subjects
requiring experience can be learned only
by the experienced, leads to the conclusion
that the most important branch. of education
is adult education -*-6
.

15

Bruner, p. 90.

16

Robert Hutchins, "Education and the Socratic
Dialogue," in Floyd W. Matson and Ashley Montagu eds.
Perspectives on Communication (New
The Human Dialogue:
3 24.
Free Press 1967 )
p
York
,

:

,

,

.
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Most urban principals and teachers are
adults whose perceptions of urban teaching and learning have
been molded by
past experiences.
Experience-based in-service training for

principals and teachers would assist inner-city
schools in
developing relevant subject matter approaches for
urban
students.

When teachers are reluctant to or unable to

combine teaching techniques and previous educational ex-

perienceSj additional training is needed.

In-service

which provides for the improvement of interpersonal

communication in urban schools, should enable principals
and teachers to place prior experiences into a more useful

perspective.

Thus, the ability to analyze past experiences

in light of student needs is essential for urban school

principals and teachers.
Effective in-service training programs for innercity teachers and principals could facilitate interpersonal

communications within urban schools and create a format for
both teachers and administrators to teach and learn.

One

weakness of previous in-service training programs has been
an absence of qualitative feedback for participants.

Forma-

tive and summative evaluations of in-service training must
be conducted in order to identify strengths and weaknesses
in the program's capacity to improve teaching and learning
in urban schools.

In-service training "share shops" could

provide a format for urban principals and teachers to share

:
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ideas and to make self-analyses of their
verbal behavior.
The urban school principal has the
responsibility
of helping to establish reliable methods of
evaluating

major programs of in-service education.

Without such

methods, there are few valid ways of evaluating changes

within the school or measuring the faculty's professional
growth.

Evaluation of teaching competencies, like all

other segments of in-service training, should include

principals and teachers in a collective effort.

Urban

principals could initiate the development of effective
evaluative criteria and substance for in-service training
by answering these questions:

What are the indicators and

advantages of effective interpersonal communication in

urban schools?

What are the factors that strengthen and

weaken interpersonal communication in urban schools?

What

actions are needed in order to move toward the kind of

interpersonal communication that urban teachers and principals perceive as conducive to effective teaching?

Urban school principals have the responsibility to
evaluate, enrich, and reinforce interpersonal communication
skills and techniques in inner-city schools.

17

In-service

"^See, for example, Kenneth B. Clark, A Possible
Reality (New York: MARC Corporation, 1972); T.M. Stinnett,
F.E. Peacock
The Teacher Dropout (Itasca, Illinois:
Publishers, Inc., 1970); John C. Moffitt, In-Service EducaThe Center for Applied
tion for Teachers (Washington, D.C.
Research in Education, Inc., 1973).
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training which focuses on the sharing of
information would
assist principals and teachers in formulating
effective

interpersonal communication channels.

This in-service

training attempt would concentrate on an initiation
of
needs assessments, curriculum materials, and methods of

instruction and evaluation.

Training procedures must be

flexible and ingenious enough to provide immediate feedback
for principals and teachers.

Inner-city principals must

insure constructive criticism with the least possible harm
and without provoking defensive reactions of teachers.

CHAPTER

II

A REVIEW OF RELATED IN-SERVICE TRAINING
PROGRAMS FOR URBAN SCHOOLS

^^ksn educators who seek to provide in-service
training programs for more effective interpersonal
communi-

cation in inner-city schools would find a key in developing
and implementing reliable evaluative criteria.

In-service

training programs as well as urban principals, teachers,
students, and parents must undergo formative and summative

evaluations.

In the process evaluations would provide

immediate feedback for participants.

After the process

evaluations would include all aspects of the training
operations which denote improvements on both programmatic
and effective levels.

Since evaluations are essential

for meaningful feedback, dependable methods of measuring
the progress of trainees and training programs are imperative.

Methods of observing verbal behavior and interaction

analyses are integral parts of the evaluation process.
The object of this chapter is to analyze some of
the recent in-service training programs which focus on

methods of observation and interaction analyses as funda-

mental ingredients.

A major aim is that of identifying

.
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strengths, weaknesses and to suggest
improvements.

Con-

sequently, this review of recent in-service
education
literature is scrutinized in terms of its
capacity to
effect positive interpersonal communication
for urban
schools

Observation As a Methodology
One in-service training program, which was ongoing

over a two-year period for school personnel, used classroom

observation as a methodology.

Jeannine Webb and others

designed and implemented an in-service education program
for training observers in the use of systematic observation

techniques --the reciprocal category system.

A total of 605

participants which included teachers, librarians, administrators, and central office personnel were involved in the

training program.^
A major contribution of the in-service training

program was a confirmation that observation skills can be
taught and mastered with a high degree of accuracy in two
In addition, the in-service program was able to

days.

successfully train small or large groups without any
^"Jeaninne Webb, Ernest L. Bentley, and R. Robert
Rentz, Observation as a Methodology (Bedford, Massachusetts
ERIC Institute for Educational Services, Inc., ED 038 374,

1970)

.

.
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apparent decrease in its effectiveness.

This approach to

observing overall classroom behavior in
urban schools
demonstrated that a diversified group of
school personnel
could be trained simultaneously with a
minimum cost.
Another advantage of the systematic observation
techniques for in-service training was its facility
to
provide individual classroom observations for
self-analyses
of teachers.

Training procedural concerns were developed

through group processes which facilitated interpersonal
interactions.

The training procedures were flexible enough

to permit in the process revision for more practical

improvements.

Also, observer competence elements included

instruments which promoted individual self-analyses for

personal improvements.
The observation methodologies were limited to

self-analysis; however, self-analyses as well as classroom

observations are necessary to provide feedback for urban
teachers.

Immediate constructive criticism and encourage-

ment are essential ingredients in a feedback process.

In

addition to self-analysis, the observation technique can
be used to analyze student-teacher verbal interactions in

classrooms
A process developed by Ned Flanders suggests inter-

action analysis as a feedback system.

This process was

limited to verbal behavior only, for verbal behavior can be
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observed with a higher degree of
reliability than nonverbal
behavior.
An assumption was made that verbal
behavior

of an

individual is an adequate sample of his
total behavior.
In
Flanders' system of interaction analysis,
all statements of
teachers are classified first as either direct
or indirect.
This classification addressed itself to the
degree of

freedom a teacher grants to students.
A second dimension of the Flanders’

system of

interaction analysis was focused on categorizing student
talk.

The third major division pointed out silence or

confusion in an attempt to account for time spent in behavior
other than interactions that were classified as either
student talk or teacher talk.

According to Ned Flanders,

3.H statements that emerged in a classroom can be grouped
as follows:

1)

teacher talk,

2)

student talk, and

3)

silence or confusion.
The larger sections of teacher and student verbal

behavior were subdivided in order to make the total pattern
of teacher-pupil interaction more meaningful.

The two sub-

divisions for teacher verbal behavior, indirect or direct
teacher talk, were further divided into smaller categories.
Indirect influence consists of four observation categories:
1)

accepting feeling,

2)

praising or encouraging,

ideas, and 4) asking questions.

into three categories:

5)

3)

accepting

Direct influence was divided

lecturing,

6)

giving directions,
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and 7) criticizing or justifying
authority.
was divided into only two categories:

teachers, and 9) initiating talk.

8)

Student talk

responding to

All categories are

mutually exclusive, yet totally inclusive of
all verbal
interaction occurring in the classroom.
Additional factors influencing communications within
the schools have been described by Ned Flanders.

Inter-

personal communications among teacher-administrator and

student-teacher were delineated by Flanders.

Flanders in

his manual inferred that the classroom can be a setting for

establishing effective communication practices as follows:
1)

ability to accept, clarify, and use ideas,

accept and clarify emotional expressions,

relate emotional expression to ideas,

objectively a point of view,

4)

3)

2)

ability to

ability to

ability to state

ability to reflect accurately

5)

the ideas of others, 6) ability to summarize ideas presented
in group discussion, 7) ability to communicate encourage-

ment,

8)

ability to question others without causing defensive

behavior, and

9)

ability to use criticism with least possible
.

.

harm to the status of the recipient.

2

Strengths of the Flanders' system of interaction
2

Edmund J. Amidon and Ned A. Flanders, The Role of
the Teacher in the Classroom (Minneapolis, Minnesota:
Paul S. Amidon and Associates, Inc., 1963).
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analysis stem from its capacity to
identify and categorize
verbal teacher-student interactions.
Flanders' system
suggests long and short range implications
for in-service
training in urban schools.
Inner-city schools can derive
an impetus from teacher-student interaction
analyses to

pursue specialized in-service training programs which
foster

effective interpersonal communication.

A major concern for

specialized in-service training programs would be that of
"teacher —pr incipal and teacher— pupil interaction.

With specialized in-service training programs which
focus on verbal behavioral techniques, urban schools could

move a step closer to an identification of interactive

verbal behavior that influence teaching.

As identification

processes become more reliable and measurement of these
processes become more precise, a single verbal behavior

which affects teacher-student interactions could be identified.

This would enable teachers to determine the parti-

cular impact that a single verbal behavior has upon urban
students.

In addition, this approach to more effective

communication would provide ongoing encouragement and support
for teachers involved in a training process.

In-service

training in communication skills which promote dialogue among

inner-city school participants could improve learning for
all.
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A shortcoming of the Flanders'

system of interaction

analysis is its primary dependency on trained
observers.
Observers are required to process teacher-student
verbal

behavior during classroom activities.

At a minimum, three

trained observers would be needed to record teacher-student
verbal interaction for a given instructional period.

When

the instructional period terminates, observers compare notes
to ascertain a degree of consistency.

Then feedback is given

to the participating teacher.

Recognizing the present nature of most urban schools,
trained observers entering classrooms would be met with

resentment on the part of teachers.

Thus, a need would be

generated for in-service training focused on effecting

mutual trust and respect for trainees and trainers because
teachers tend to feel insecure when outsiders enter their
classrooms.

In fact, this additional training would be

essential for the purpose of breaking down communication

barriers which create mistrust, and disrespect.

Another

alternative would be to formulate in-service training
programs that combine both mutual trust and respect with

interpersonal communication techniques.

This programmatic

arrangement should facilitate the movement of observers into
classrooms.

Teacher resentment is reduced by establishing

mutual trust and respect among participants.
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Interaction Analyses and Verbal Behavior
A certain teacher attitude toward his/her
students
is essential to effective teaching.
In 1968, Nolan Wood
examined the effect of an in-service training
program of

verbal interaction analysis on teacher behavior
in the classroom.

He wanted to determine whether an in-service program

produced changes in teacher attitudes and in teacher-student
verbal interaction in the classroom.

In addition, Wood

attempted to measure the amount and direction of individual
changes in teacher attitudes.

During an eight-week training

program, an experimental group of ten English and ten

mathematics teachers from a school district constructed and
utilized an instrument for coding teacher-student verbal
behavior in their classrooms; experimental and control
class sessions were taped and coded; and teachers responded
to attitude inventories.

Nolan Wood concluded that an in-service program

designed to aid teachers in becoming more effective in their
verbal behavior in classrooms did change teacher-student
interactions.

Further, an in-service training program in

teacher-student verbal behavior, at least as determined by
attitude inventories, did not seem to effect changes in
attitudes of teachers in the study.

3

3

Nolan E. Wood, Jr., The Effect of an In-Service
Training Program in Verbal Interaction Analysis on Teacher
ERIC
Behavior in the Classroom ( Bedford Massachusetts
040
186, 1968).
Institute for Educational Services, Inc., ED
:

,
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A strength of the verbal interaction study
was its

focus on the ability of in-service training
to positively

influence teacher-student verbal interactions.

One major

drawback of this project was its inability to effect
positive changes in teachers' attitudes as reflected in the

attitude inventories.

Moreover, the minute attitudinal

changes realized by teachers according to attitude inventory
and analyses depict a need for developing specific in-

service training programs.

In-service training programs

designed for behavioral modification of urban school participants could lead to changes in attitudes of teachers.

Effective in-service programs can change a teacher's verbal

classroom behavior.
Positive changes in teachers' verbal classroom

behavior resulting from an in-service training program was

investigated by Warren Coffey in 1967.

Coffey's study

investigated an in-service training program in elementary
school science (grades, one, two and three).

A design for

the program was to increase teachers' achievement of

relevant performance skills.
a change in teachers'

Attainment criteria were

verbal classroom behavior, and

1)

2)

an

increase in teachers' scientific knowledge and understanding
of science.
used.

A pretest-posttest control group design was

An experimental group (seventeen teachers) partici-

pated in the in-service program, whereas a control group
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(nineteen teachers) did not.

Observations, consisting of

tape recordings of four science lessons,
were made for each
of the thirty-six teachers.
These recordings were made prior
to the in-service program and were coded
into an interaction
matrix.
A classroom log was maintained during each
lesson.
Six months after the training program, the
observation

procedure

was repeated.

Warren Coffey concluded that in-service training
programs to change teacher verbal classroom behavior are
feasible.

These programs can be performed by local educa-

tional agencies at a modest financial level of support.

4

This investigation made two significant contributions
to in-service training programs with a focus on changes in

teachers' verbal classroom behavior:

1)

changes in teachers'

verbal classroom behavior does influence achievement, and
2)

lead to increased scientific knowledge and understanding

of science.

In addition, the study indicated that a carry-

over in scientific performance skills was realized.

In

fact, in-service training programs which focus on both

changes in verbal classroom behavior and subject matter

content would have a lasting effect on urban teachers.
^Warren C. Coffey, Changes in Teachers' Verbal ClassScience
Resulting From an In-Service Program
Behavior
room
for
Institute
ERIC
Massachusetts:
Education (Bedford,
Educational Services, Inc., ED 027 178, 1967).

m

.
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Among the shortcomings of the teachers’
verbal classroom
behavior study by Coffey were:
1) a lack of administrative
involvement, and 2) an absence of follow-up
training sessions
which maintained a high level of positive verbal
classroom
behavior
An investigation of the relationship between
various

verbal strategies of teacher behavior and achievement of

elementary school children was examined by John Caroline.
This study tested two hypotheses:

1)

that an in-service

training program will alter teachers' verbal behavior
2)

;

and

that this altered behavior will be associated with in-

creased pupil achievement.

Participants were elementary teachers in two buildings.
One group (twenty-three) was experimental, and the other was
a control group (twenty)

.

Their pupils in grades one through

five (596 experimental and 594 control) were also involved.

Pretest included intelligence tests and Standford Achieve-

ment Tests in Arithmetic for students and the Teaching

Situation Reaction Test (TSRT) for teachers; teachers were
observed (via Flanders' interaction analysis) during sixfifteen minute sessions of arithmetic instructions.

The

differences between the two groups in terms of pupil ability,
achievement, or teacher behavior were not statistically

significant
Caroline concluded that an in-service training

.
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program designed to investigate the
relationship between
verbal strategies and achievement will
alter teachers'
verbal behavior.
Furthermore, the in-service training
program had a positive influence on teachers'
verbal behavior.
In addition, teachers' altered verbal
behavior
did not necessarily result in increased
achievement which
suggests additional research in this area. 5
In-service workshops which focus on training teachers
to observe classroom behavior can increase the
same teachers'

positive interactive behavior.

For example, Elaine Kotcher

and Richard Doremus designed an in-service training work-

shop for increasing teachers' positive classroom behavior.

Both elementary and secondary teachers participated in the

training program.

Secondary teachers were expected to show

more gain than elementary school teachers.

As the time

between training sessions and post-observations increased,
the total positive classroom behavior would also increase.
In addition, teachers would continue to independently train

themselves after the conclusion of the workshop.

A major

concentration for the in-service training program was
teacher, pupil-pupil, teacher-pupil, ahd the total class-

room behavior.
5

John L. Caroline, An Investigation of the Relationship Between Various Verbal Strategies of Teaching Behavior
and Achievement of Elementary School Children (Bedford,
ERIC Institute for Educational Services,
Massachusetts
1970)
ED 038 345
Inc.
:

,

,
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The conclusions of Kotcher and Doremus
confirmed
that in-service training programs would
increase teachers
positive interactive classroom behavior.
Other findings

indicated that secondary teachers realized a
greater gain
than elementary teachers as a result of the training,

and

that teachers will not independently train themselves.

A

questionnaire revealed that teachers' considered classroom
visitations as the most useful aspect of the workshop; that
public relations needed to be improved; and that this

workshop was better than other typical workshops and should
be continued with appropriate changes.

This study supported two important assumptions that

in-service training can increase teachers' positive interactive behavior in classrooms; and that secondary teachers

would show more gain than elementary teachers.

The former

assumption indicated a significance of designing in-service
training workshops for improving teacher-pupil positive
interactions in urban schools.

In effect, the latter pro-

position implied that secondary teachers received increased
benefits as a result of training experiences.

As a general

procedure, secondary teachers teach more students for a

shorter time period in a specific subject area.
6

Elementary

Elaine Kotcher and Richard R. Doremus, Increasing
Positive Interactive Classroom Behavior (Bedford, MassachuERIC Institute for Educational Services, Inc.,
setts"!
ED 080 421, 1972).

.
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teachers usually teach fewer students over
longer time
periods.
These aspects seem to suggest that teachers
are
able to increase positive interactive behavior
in classrooms
for shorter time periods or for specialized
subject
areas.

Another strength of the workshop was its broad
implications
for improving positive interactive behavior between
teacher-

pupil and pupil-pupil in urban classrooms.

Positive interactive behavior in classrooms did not

increase as time between training and post-observation
increased, nor did the total interactive behavior increase.

Teachers

did not continue to independently train themselves

as a result of the exposure to in-service training.

While

these two hypotheses pointed out weaknesses in the training
effort, they also indicated a need for continuous rein-

forcement, support, and encouragement for urban teachers.

Urban educators should bear this factor in mind when

designing in-service training programs for inner-city
schools

Classroom verbal behavior was tested further by
George Jeffs and others in 1968.

A study was designed to

observe the effect of training in interaction analysis on

verbal behavior of teachers.

The hypothesis that "teachers

who receive interaction analysis will increase their use of

accepting or using ideas of students

.

.

.

and promote

greater frequency of student initiated talk" was investigated.

.
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The authors conclude that teachers who
receive

interaction analysis will increase their
acceptance and use
of student ideas.
Additional results indicated
that 1) a

decided increase in teachers accepting, clarifying
and

expanding student ideas from the first to the second
semester
2)

a

pronounced increase in unpredictable student statements

during the second semester of the program;

3)

a

decrease in

the number of student responses which were stimulated by

teachers (and somewhat restricted in scope) between the
first and second semester;

a more direct approach to

4)

motivation and control on the part of teachers during the
second semester;

5)

a

decrease in the use of questions by

teachers between the first and second semester;

6)

a

decrease

in teacher initiation; and 7) an increase in student initia-

tion and student responses from the first to the second

semester
.

7

The in-service training program depicted an approach

which raised the level of awareness of teachers with respect
to needs of students.

Teachers learned to accept, clarify,

and use ideas of students in their classrooms.

Students

were given an opportunity to think through problems and
7

The Effects of Training in
George A. Jeffs et al
Interaction Analysis on the Verbal Behavior of Teachers
ERIC Institute for Educational
(Bedford, Massachusetts:
Services, Inc., ED 023 621, 1968).
.

,

.
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begin to raise more pertinent questions
about learning.
This
process facilitated verbal interactions for
teachers and
pupils involved. Another valuable aspect of
this in-service
education attempt was to shift the responsibility
for

learning from teachers back to students.

In fact, this form

of communication permit teachers to become facilitators
of

learning instead of "pillars" of knowledge.

This aspect

was reflected by a decrease in the number of teacher

initiated questions.

An additional dimension to the program

could have been realized through an involvement of principals which tested their verbal interactions on the same

hypothesis

Administrative Involvement
A fresh look at supervision was an in-service education program developed by Edmund Amidon and others.

The

supervisor’s in-service program was instituted to provide
a challenge for improving teaching behavior without the

threat that commonly accompanied a teacher--supervisor

evaluation procedure.

Twenty-two teachers in a two-year elementary school
in-service program held group sessions, guided by a supervisor, in which teaching behavior was discussed.

The

techniques used included Flanders' interaction analysis,
role playing and tape recording, hypotheses development, and

.
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experimentation with teaching behaviors.
Subsequently, more
than half the teachers decided
to analyze their teaching
through interaction analysis and
to examine individual
problems through group analyses
of tape recordings of their
own teaching.
Participants felt that feedback during
these group
discussions should describe rather than
evaluate teaching
areas.
The descriptions would blanket areas
perceived as
being susceptible to change by recipients,
follow-up on

request of recipients, cover current materials,
recognize
concern for specific teaching acts, and not require
a

teacher to defend his/her teaching.
Results indicated that group supervision appeared to
have a positive influence on faculty interpersonal relationships, communications, goal setting, and behavioral norms.
I

Interaction analysis also tended to increase teacher sensitivity to their verbal behavior and its effect on class-

room climate and individual pupils.
An important advantage of the supervisors in-service

program was the voluntary association of teachers and supervisors.

This is a factor long overlooked when in-service

education is considered.
0

Trainees, both teachers and

Edmund J. Amidon, Kathleen M. Kies, and Anthony
Palisi, A Fresh Look at Supervision (Bedford, Massachusetts
ERIC Institute for Educational Services, Inc., ED Oil 878,
1967 )
T.
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supervisors had a say in the developmental
tasks of the inservice training program.
Participants were permitted to
identify areas in need of improvement and
describe their
strengths and weaknesses with least possible harm
to the

status of the recipient.

program was
involvement.

a

A shortcoming of the training

lack of information concerned with student

Urban educators need to know how modified

supervisor and teacher behaviors effect students.

Informa-

of this nature could have indicated a direction when

formulating in-service training programs for urban schools.
A different kind of in-service training program was

formulated by Edmund Amidon and Barak Rosenshine.

The

developers talked about an in-service training program that
could have implications for both supervisors and teachers.

Their in-service training design combined interaction analysis
and micro-teaching in urban teacher education which emerged
as a model for skill development in teachers.

The designers

pointed out that a new model for in-service and preservice
teacher education had been formulated.

Skills development

in teaching (SKIT) was suggested by recent research concerning

the two training techniques which were developed in the

past decade.
Some educators who have worked with both interaction

analysis and microteaching have felt that they are compatible
and even complementary.

This proposed (SKIT) model was an

.
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attempt at combining significant aspects
of the two techniques in a model for maximally effective
skill training
programs
Skills sessions, which emphasized various
teaching
behaviors were practiced and were integrals
of the SKIT
Program:

orientation practice helped teachers learn how to

prepare their students for subsequent activity;

acceptance

of student feelings as well as student ideas was
another

skill taught; also through skill sessions, teachers were

taught question skills which involved answering cognitive,

convergent, divergent, and evaluative questions.^
A significant advantage of the skills development
in teaching model was its capacity to give immediate feed-

back to participants.

Participants had in this in-service

training model an opportunity to teach and receive constructive criticism about their teaching behaviors.

Microteaching

offers a practical approach to helping teachers develop

effective teaching skills while interaction analysis aids
teachers in critiquing their classroom behaviors.

As a

result of the merger, teachers would function more effectively in their teaching experiences involving urban learners.
9

Edmund J. Amidon and Barak Rosenshine, Interaction
Analysis and Microteaching in an Urban Teacher Education
Program:
A Model for Skill Development (Bedford, MassachuERIC Institute for Educational Services., Inc., ED
setts
:

076 496

,

1968

).
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Even though the SKIT model does not
specify an involvement
of urban principals, several implications
for their participation are apparent.
A study was designed to assess the change
in teacher

attitudes and methods and student attitudes and
achievement
as a result of a Teacher Self -Appraisal
In-Service Program.

Twenty teachers and their students participated in the
Project.

teachers were:

Included in the in-service program for

workshops on behavioral objectives, princi-

pal-directed teaching skills sessions, training in Flanders’
system, and Wayne Roberson's Self-Appraisal.

Throughout the year, six videotapes were collected
on each of the twenty participating teachers.

Videotapes

were coded and interpreted and teachers were provided with
feedback.

Statistical tests were conducted at the end of

the year to determine if any significant changes took place
in the following data:

1)

data from Flanders' system;

individual-directed ratios using
2)

percent of time spent in

categories one, two, and three of Flanders' system, also in

encouraging verbal-nonverbal categories of Roberson's
system; 3) student and teacher attitude test scores, and
4)

pre-post scores on reading tests, on a semantic differ-

ential scale, and on Edwards' Personal Preference Scales.

Implications of the findings are that

1)

such a

program increased the reading achievement of disadvantaged
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children,

writing behavioral objectives
at all cognitive
and affective levels seemed
to bring about more changes
2)

in

teaching methods than did training
in classroom observation
systems; and 3 a teacher's attitude
toward organizational
climate of a school may be affected by
whether or not he/she
understands the feedback received concerning
teaching. 10
)

The in-service training program on
teacher self-

appraisal suggested that supervisors could, in
fact, become
actively involved in urban teacher training
programs.

Findings indicated that pupil achievement in
reading in-

creased as a result of teacher in-service training.

Teachers

have a need to know where they stand in terms of teaching

know-how, and its affect on learners.

This supports the

proposition that teachers need constructive criticism and
positive reinforcement which may lead to more effective
teaching.

When objectives are stated in behavioral terms,

both cognitive and affective levels of teaching methods
seemed to bring about more change than did training in

classroom observation systems.

Another significant finding

indicated that teachers' attitudes toward the organizational climate are influenced by whether or not he/she

understands the feedback process.
Wayne E. Roberson, Effects of Teacher In-Service
ERIC
on Instruction and Learning (Bedford, Massachusetts:
Institute for Educational Services, Inc., ED 037 383, 1969).

.
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A limitation of the in-service training
project was
its termination at the end of one
year.
Programs
of this

nature should be ongoing in order to maintain
a high level
of positive interaction among supervisors,
teachers, and
students.

Student involvement may have been delineated

more clearly with respect to positive behavior
changes as
a result of attitude changes in participants.

Urban Education In-Service "Share Shop"
An in-service training "share shop" was designed for

Springfield teachers in the spring of 1971. 11

The in-

service training "share shop" may be defined as a mechanism
for disseminating successes in other classrooms through a

forum wherein teachers can share ideas, skills, techniques
and classroom know-how with each other.

This particular

format produced an opportunity for teachers to become

learners as well as teachers.

The "share shop" focused on

the following aims:
1.

To enable teachers to relate to their
principal both formally and informally.
The realization of this aim would
eliminate the threat posed by supervisor and teacher relationships.

The in-service training "share shop" was designed
by John V. Shea and J. Benjamin Mathis for Van Sickle Junior
High School in Springfield, Massachusetts. John Shea was
director of the in-service teacher education program. J
Benjamin Mathis coordinated the training activities and
served as a discussion leader. The in-service "share shop"
was in operation during May and June of 1971, and was a
follow-up to the Anti-defamation League's Human Relations
Program for the Springfield Public Schools.

.

,
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To be able to provide time
for informal
experiential conversations with
colleagues
Many research studies have indicated
the
value of teachers helping teachers.
In
tact, urban schools may want to
examine
this notion more thoroughly and
think in
terms of release time for teachers
during&
the school day.

3.

To be able to move from self-imposed
values
to more reality-based alternatives
(e.g.
a respect for values and individual
differences in students). This should
suggest to teachers that they should rethink their system of values.

4.

To be able to grasp an understanding for
the multi-cultural and multi-ethnical
aspects of student behavior.
Sometimes
teachers are unfamiliar with environmental backgrounds of students.
By making
teachers conscious of these factors, a
new perception of diverse cultures might

6.

5.

emerge

To be able to enlighten teachers' perceptions for numerous environmental
factors influencing behavior patterns
of inner-city students (e.g., crowded
conditions in some homes may have a
bearing on the quality and quantity of
homework assignments, or a lack of
available public recreational facilities
which forces urban students to play on
busy streets while playing in the
school's corridors is a criminal offense).
To be able to observe colleagues during
instructional periods. Although teaching
styles are different for individual
teachers, much is gained through personal
classroom observations. Observing teachers
can seek out essential skill components
that best suit their teaching mannerisms.

Participants were selected who recognized that they
needed help with classroom problems.

A primary assumption
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was held that teachers who were
able to recognize their
strengths and weaknesses would be
better served by the
training offered.
Both principal and teachers were
involved
in the in-service training.
This factor fostered an eradication of communication barriers that'
frequently plagued
in-service education in urban schools.
A unique aspect of the ’’share shop” was
its focus
on concrete, specific classroom issues.

Many undesirable

contentions such as vague, general philosophizing
discussions, administrative matters, and general school-wide

problems were discouraged.

Rather, at each session, each

participant was instructed to focus on problem solving

methods and simulations which led to new or improved teaching
strategies that he/she could experiment with in classrooms.
To further insure that the "share shop” program was

oriented and focused on helping teachers develop new or
more effective teaching techniques, three approaches were
used

:

1*

Case-Study
Each participant was instructed
to write a short case-study anecdotal description (about 200 words) of one serious
classroom problem. The study was a
specific, detailed description.
During the
"share shop,” the problem was read aloud,
discussed, and solutions and alternatives
were examined for use in classrooms.
.
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.

3

.

Role-Playing.
Scenarios of anti-social
behavior, classroom conflict, racial
frontation, or challenge to teachers conacted out by each member of the group.were
Fellow colleagues played roles of
teachers
and students reacting to and dealing
with
various situations. Alternative solutions
were suggested and demonstrated by
participants.
The discussion leader presented
several suggested role plays and helped
the teachers to develop others.

Classroom Observations
Each teacher
observed each other's classes.
Following
these observations, they had in the
"share shop" a chance to discuss the
lessons to give and receive suggestions
for improved alternative behaviors.
.

,

The discussion leader plays a major role in the
share shop

design.

Discussion leaders must encourage

positive and supportive criticism from each team member and
stress a formulation of new teaching strategies and skills,

rather than individual weaknesses.

Most criticisms of

teachers were accompanied by suggestions and, whenever
possible, the discussion leader used demonstrations to

dramatize a point of view.

Furthermore, a discussion leader

was required to keep discussions on focus, to move from

point to point, to encourage participation from each group

member, and to facilitate the resolution of conflict situations should they arise.
The in-service training "share shop" assisted urban

teachers in formulating teaching skills for more positive

teacher-student relationships.

Training sessions provided
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the opportunity for teachers to
try-out teaching strategies

which reduce negative student behavior.

One learning

strategy taught in the "share shop"
for the prevention of
negative student behavior was not to
threaten students,
unless teachers were prepared to follow-through
with the
appropriate action.
Consider, for example, an inner-city
teacher who says to a student "If you sit down
and be

quiet for two minutes, I'll drop dead."

Subsequently, the

student sits down and is quiet for two minutes, and
the

teacher does not drop dead.

The teacher failed to follow-

through with the appropriate actions which created additional negative pupil behavior.

Programmatic strategies exercised in the selection
of participants, approaches to training, subject matter

content, and immediate feedback proved to be invaluable in
light of the final outcome.

reasonable degree of success.

The "share shop" realized a
For example, a large number

of teachers who were involved in the teacher training effort

expressed their gratitude for services rendered by the
"share shop" through several means:

requested to submit

a

a workshop session;

2)

1)

teachers were

written evaluation the day following
some of the most rewarding expressions

of appreciation came while passing my fellow colleagues in
the school's corridors to and from classes;

3)

their

supervisors and teacher observers noticed marked improvement
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in the classroom climate as
determined by teachers' warmth,

togetherness, and fewer management
problems; and
students who normally received poor
grades

4)

several

due to behavior

irregularities stated that their grades had
improved in
some classes involving our "share shop"
participants.
Some shortcomings and limitations of the
in-service

training "share shop" had their origin in teachers'
resistance to change, and the time factor in scheduling
five-

two hour sessions.

First of all, teachers' resistance to

change can, in part, be alleviated through demonstrated

effectiveness of a change process.

Also, release time will

eliminate most of the dissension proliferated by exhausted
teachers at the close of the school day.

Host urban educa-

tors will attest to the fact that teachers are less than

enthusiastic when in-service training programs are scheduled
following a regular school day.
The in-service training "share shop" for urban

teachers afforded a mechanism for a sharing of positive

classroom experiences.

The "share shop" offered an oppor-

tunity for teachers and administrators to freely exchange
ideas about classroom problems which led to practical

approaches to solutions.

These sessions helped to alleviate

interpersonal communication barriers that usually exist
between principals and teachers.

An in-service training
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"share shop" focused on specific
classroom behavior which
facilitates an improvement in teaching
techniques can

increase learning in urban schools.

Since an identifica-

tion of classroom problems in urban schools
appear to be
a first step in moving toward meaningful
solutions, the
"share shop" elevated the awareness level of
participants
to socio-emot ional needs of urban students.

Although in-service training sessions were not
primarily focused on improving interpersonal communication
skills, a broad range of implications exists.

A continuance

in-service training programs with a major aim for improving

interactions among urban school participants would probably
indicate a direction for establishing ongoing positive re-

inforcement and support for inner-city teachers.

An in-

service training design which provides constructive criticism

along with encouragement for urban teachers might help
bridge the "communication gap" between urban school parti-

cipants

.

.

CHAPTER III
AN OVERVIEW OF INTERPERSONAL
COMMUNICATION
IN URBAN SCHOOLS:

PERCEPTIONS OF EIGHT

INNER-CITY TEACHERS
A major concentration for this chapter is
that of
documenting inner-city teachers' experiences which
mold

their perception of principal, teacher, and
student com-

munication in urban schools.

Urban teachers communicate

daily with inner-city students, and they occupy a unique

vantage point for observing verbal behaviors of both

principal-teacher and teacher-student relationships.

This

advantageous position facilitates inner-city teachers'
ability to describe communication patterns on each level of
the hierarchical lattice, and to suggest useful strategies
for improving verbal interactions in urban schools.

fore

,

There-

a sample of urban teacher interviews would provide

reliable information for the development of in-service
training programs which promote effective interpersonal

communication for inner-city schools.

Effective teaching

and learning experiences for urban schools are based upon

positive person-to-person communication and healthy

perceptions

.
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Typically, urban schools are faced with
problems of
desegregation, integration, and student
dropouts which
reflect, in part, the nature of communication
among innercity school participants.

Problems of desegregation are

numerous and equally as diverse.

Urban school systems

have been under a legal obligation to desegregate
schools
since 17 May 1954.

As individuals observe the progress of

inner-city schools in terms of the legal responsibility to
desegregate, they will find compliance, noncompliance,
defiance and euphemisms--whichever course appears most
expedient.

These maneuvers reveal the seriousness of local

boards of education commitment to racially balance urban
schools

Although many urban schools have been desegregated,
integration has not been fully realized for poor and minority
group children.

Integration has, in some instances, been

supplanted by homogenous grouping which proposes to

categorize inner-city students according to their aptitude
as determined by scores on standardized tests.

Given the

present structure and methods of instructions for urban
schools, most poor and minority children would realize a

below average score on culturally biased standardized tests.

Consequently, urban students are placed in tracking systems
where most majority students are found in the upper tracks,

1

.
,
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while most minority students
are found in the lower
tracks.
Urban educators must come to
realize that this practice
tends to restrict physical,
social, and intellectual growth
across cultural lines and as
a result integration is
partially
achieved at best.

Carolyn Peelle spoke of the diminishing
hope that full
integration would come to urban schools:
By the end of.the 1960's, the
earlier
that integration would bring equality hope
had
largely dwindled.
Part of the disillusionment was pragmatic- -schools could not
single-handedly counteract major trends
toward ghettoization
Part of the disillusionment was recognition of the ingenuity
of the white majority in perpetuating
racial
separation under the guise of integration.
Tracking systems often kept blacks and
minority students isolated within newly
integrated schools.
Black parents and
children usually found the inconvenience
and burden of busing placed on their shoulders
while white children remained comfortably
ensconced in their middle class neighborhood
schools
.

.

Urban educators have no valid means of measuring
the profound communicational impact that tracking systems

have on both majority white students and poor and minority
students.

Each of these groups received different messages:

white majority students are told in a subtle way by virtue
Carolyn Peelle, "Where Children Learn," in Atron
Gentry and Byrd Jones, eds. Urban Education: The Hope
Factor (Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders Co., 1972), p. 42
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Of their position in the
tracking systems that they
are
superior; poor and minority
students are told with
respect
to their position in the
tracking system that they
are
inferior even as urban schools
are being desegregated.
Urban
school administrators are
confronted with a challenge to

formulate a pragmatic schedule
for inner-city schools that
reinforces self-concepts for all
students and for an elimination of demeaning aspects of
organizational structures.

Observed reactions of urban students
seem to indicate that
conventional structures communicate
different messages to
cultural groups that comprise inner-city
schools.

Student dropout problems appear, in
part, directly
attributed to problems of desegregation and
integration of

inner-city schools.

Harry Morgan pointed out that "Even

before a child enters a classroom or a teacher
assumes his

assigned task in a low income neighborhood, insurmountably
negative attitudes are implanted." 2

Urban school problems

of desegregation and integration seem to assist in the

perpetuation of negative attitudes toward minority pupils.
Cleo Abraham reflected on the communication crisis

facing urban institutions:

Many people are confused and bewildered
because of the widening gulf between the
dark ghetto and the affluent establishment.
2

Harry Morgan, The Learning Community: A Humanistic
Cookbook for Teachers
Columbus Ohio
Charles E. Merrill
Publishing Co.
197 3
p. 32.
(

,

)

,

,

:
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Ea
lde has become more
self-contained
andS\v
the gap between becomes
wider as the
urban crisis worsens. A
continual
search
for a meaningful answer to
the perplexing
problems of urban unrest remains
a must 3
By the 1970 s, blacks in many
urban communities

registered their opposition to
desegregation plans which
did not place an equal burden on
both blacks
and whites.

The widening gulf observed between
inner-city minorities and
urban institutions has a direct influence
on communication
urban schools.
Dropout rates for urban minorities continue to be several percentage points
higher than their
white counterparts which speak of the level
of communication

m

among inner-city school participants.

Opposition raised

by both blacks and whites will have a bearing
on attitudes
of urban school participants which influence the
student

dropout rate.
%

As indicated in Table I, the dropout rate for black

students exceed their white counterparts on almost all
levels.

Although the chart does not explicitly delineate a

reason for an increased black student dropout rate, urban
educators should begin to investigate this crucial factor.
For example, in 1970, black students between the ages of
3

Inc.

,

Cleo Abraham, Urban City (New York:
1972)
p. 70.
,

Carlton Press,

.
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fourteen and nineteen were
more prone to be high
school
dropouts.
White females dropped out
of high school with a
greater frequency than white
males.
Black males and females
showed no significant difference
in their high school dropout rate.
As high school pupils grow
older, the probabilities
for them to become dropouts
increases.
By age nineteen,
44

percent of the black males were
leaving school before graduation.
Also, the dropout rate for black
males was higher
than black females, white males,
or white females.
1*

Table II illuminates a fact that black
students
not only dropout more frequently from
high school, but also
on the four year college level and
above.
This factor
becomes even more significant when viewed in
light of a

decrease in the participation of black students
in higher

education and for those beyond the four year college
level.
For example

the educational attainment of persons twenty-

,

five years old and over living in six selected metropolitan

areas varied by race.

In all the areas examined, whites

were likely to have completed more years of school than

blacks and other races.
4

U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
The Social and Economic Status of Negroes in the United
States 1970, p. 77.
,

^Ibid

.

,

p

.
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table

I

D
P0UTS AM °NG PERSONS
o 19 YEARS OLD,
lf^ig^EAR^m
n
^
BY AGE AND SEX: 1970

Negro

White

Age

Total, 14 to 19 years old
14 years old

15 years old
16 years old
17 years old

18 years old

.

.

.

.

.

.

_

.

.

....
....

19 years old

Note:

Male

Female

15.9

13.3

6.7

8.1

0.9

2.9

1.4

1.1

3.3

2.7

2

.

2.4

10.9

11.1

5.0

6.7

16.0

13.7

7.6

10.2

29.8

27.8

13

.

14.1

44.1

25.8

12

.

15.7

Male

Female

Dropouts are persons who are not enrolled in

school and who are not high school graduates.

Source:

U.S.

Department of Commerce, Bureau of the

Census

.

™

:
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table

II

-®“Ssr

iLAKb OF COLLEGE OR MORE,
FOR SELECTED
METROPOLITAN AREAS:
1969

Standard Metropolitan
statistical area

years of high
school or more
4

Atlanta, Georgia:
White
Negro and other races
Baltimore, Maryland:
White
Negro and other races
Chicago, Illinois:
White
Negro and other races
Cleveland, Ohio:
White
Negro and other races
St. Louis, Mo -Illinois
White
Negro and other races
Washington, D.C.-Md.-Va:
White
Negro and other races

....

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

4 years of
college or more

64
31

17

51
26

10

61
43

13

62
35

14

51
32

11

7

5

8

5

.

Source:

81
47

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the

Census

2

30

11
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An informative way to get
a reading on the feeling
and state of communication in
inner-city schools seems to
lie
candid urban teacher interviews.
Urban teachers
disclosed that inner-city schools
are faced with similar
problems that perplexed them in the
1960's.
According
to eight urban teachers, inner-city
schools have realized
little progress in effecting communication
across cultural
lines.
In fact, many urban teachers believe
that communication between majority and minority
groups is growing less.

m

They suggested that this was due, to some
extent, to an

increased number of black and Puerto Rican enrollment
in

traditionally all white urban schools.
teachers pointed out

,

As several urban

there is a need to improve communica-

tion for all urban school participants.
This work does not purport to nor was an attempt

undertaken to describe a body of empirical knowledge on
communication in urban schools.

Rather, descriptions are

based on personal interviews with selected urban teachers.

These interviews were compiled in Hay 1974.

Included in

this chapter are eight interview descriptions of inner-

city teachers.
To insure a proper focus and to facilitate personal

interview descriptions, responses to the following questions
were requested:
1.

How do you feel about teacher-to-student
communication in urban schools?
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2.

3.

How do you feel about
principal-toteacher communication in urban
schools?
How do you feel about
student-student
communication in urban schools?

4.

What recent changes have you observed
communication patterns in urban
schools?

5.

Can you state a personal example
which
indicated that effective communication
was helpful?

6.

What roles do teacher attitudes play
in establishing communication with
poor and minority students?

7

.

Of what significance is effective
communication in schools?

8

.

9.

m

What do you feel can be done to
improve communication among urban
school participants?

How do you feel about in-service
training in urban schools?

The names used in the urban teachers interview descriptions
are pseudonyms.

Journalistic Case Studies 6
Alan is an urban teacher who has a degree in the
social sciences, and is in the process of earning a master's

degree in urban studies.

He has taught for eight years which

entailed teaching experiences in two urban school systems,
The eight journalistic case studies described in
this section were recorded on tape during personal interviews
of selected urban teachers.
Tapes are in the possession of
the author.
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and one suburban school
district.

Alan's past five years
of teaching has involved
secondary mathematics because
no
vacancy existed in his major
field.
As perceived by Alan,
teacher-student communication
should not involve two-way exchanges
of ideas.
He does not
believe that inner-city teachers
should enter classrooms
and solicit verbal responses from
students because they only
teach them one hour per day. Alan
indicates further that
one hour is not ample time to effect
communication among
students and teachers. He asserts that
B.F. Skinner is

right when he says that a teacher gives
a stimulus and a
student gives the response.
Should a teacher stimulate
a class of students, he would not have
enough

to the responses.

time to listen

Therefore, Alan does not recommend

dialogue between inner-city teacher and students.
As a basketball coach, Alan implied that he fre-

quently entertains discussions pertaining to intergroup
relations, and offers suggestions for meaningful interpersonal interactions.

However, he thinks that his efforts

have not been effective as reflected by his team's attitude.
The basketball team is all black, and he is white; he feels

that his team likes him.

Although his team likes him,

that seems to have no effect on their attitude toward other
whites.

He believes that an essential ingredient is missing

in urban teacher-student communication.
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Alan explains that teacher-principal
communication
in urban schools is one-way.
An inner-city teacher finds
out what a principal wants
with respect to verbal behavior
and responds to his stimulus;
that is the way principals
and teachers behave.
In the two urban schools
that he has

taught, he has observed one-way
communication among teachers
and principals.
For instance, if a principal expects
teachers who are behavior modifiers,
then urban teachers
respond accordingly. He expresses difficulty
in responding
to this type of inner-city principal
because of student

disciplinary problems.

Alan feels that most urban teachers

are so preoccupied with discipline that they
do not have time
to teach.

He implies that there is no relationship between

one-way communication and student discipline problems.

According to Alan, student-student communication in
urban schools is a function of the percentage of minority
pupils attending the school.

He insinuates that the magic

cutoff level of student-student communication across

cultural lines is at 33 percent.

Alan feels that

33

per-

cent is the saturation level after which communication among

inner-city pupils declines rapidly.

He mentioned that the

urban school in which he teaches is approaching 45 percent,
and Alan predicts chaos at any moment.

Alan contends that

the drama groups, sports teams, and other social contact

clubs are divided along racial lines.

As an example, the

.
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basketball team is all black while
the baseball team is all
white.
He contends that improvements
in communication for
urban schools' subculture s will
not come in the foreseeable
future
Alan remarked that the only recent
change in communication patterns for urban school
participants has been

solidification of black student attitudes.

a

He maintains

that this att ltudinal change on the
part of black students
is not limited to inner-city schools,
but spills over into
the urban society while on the other hand,
he believes that
there is a carry-over of attitudes from urban
communities
to inner-city schools.

Alan discloses that the fall integra-

tion proposal for elementary schools is an excellent
example
of societal attitudes being manifested in urban schools.

He

further suggests that trouble will break out in urban schools
as well as the community.

Alan indicates that communication

is growing rapidly in a negative direction.

A personal account of verbal student interaction was

illuminated by Alan.

He can communicate effectively on a

one-to-one basis with inner-city students.

Alan's communica-

tion with individual students appears to improve during
the basketball season.

Students who would normally resist

his verbal directions responded favorably during this time

period.

After the basketball season terminates, he observes

a decrease in positive verbal responses.

He comments that
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he is constantly reminding
students to do better, and
to put
effort into their studies.
Alan confirmed that his

students agree with him, but
their actions do not reflect
positive outcomes. Throughout
his eight years of teaching,
he indicates that he is aware
of one student who followed
his
advice.
As a result, he went on to college.
Alan feels
that urban teachers could be
effective on a one-to-one basis
in improving student-teacher verbal
interactions.

Alan points out that teachers' attitudes
toward poor
and minority students do make a difference
in communication
for urban classrooms.
An inner-city student who recognizes
that a teacher is sympathetic and understanding
toward him
will respond positively.
He feels that trying to understand
student problems is helpful.

Alan states that he requires

his students to complete homework assignments.

demands a paper whether complete or not.

In fact, he

Sometimes he

accepts excuses, and he observed a positive effect with

respect to student behavior.

Alan cautions that this

procedure must be done on a one-to-one basis.

According to Alan's perception of inner-city schools,
effective communication does not exist.

He thinks that

verbal interaction in urban schools could be labeled as all
gone.

Alan points out that New York City Public School

System is a prime example.

About thirty years ago New
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York City Schools were the
best in the nation, today
they are
deteriorating at an accelerated
pace.
He predicts that the
same fate is lurking around
the corner for most urban
school systems. Alan relates
that urban school systems
have experimented with a large
number of special programs
which expended a lot of time and
money, but these innovations
rarely met with success. As far
as Alan is concerned,
he

has not seen any of the innovative
programs for inner-city
schools functioning properly. He
thinks that nothing has
been accomplished to improve communication
for urban schools.
Alan reveals that verbal interactions in
urban schools
might be improved through an elimination
of certain students.
He declared:
"Personally, I believe in being very strict in

school, and bouncing out all the students that
will not

conform to standards.

Put them in some special program.

Get them out of the general populace of the school."

Alan

indicated that workstudy programs offer viable alternatives
"to

public education because urban schools must rid them-

selves of disciplinary problems and psychological problems
that plague them.

He insists that this is the best way to

improve communication for urban schools.
With respect to in-service education for inner-city

schools

,

Alan maintains that the only positive result has

been the extra compensation.

He contends that he has par-

ticipated in numerous in-service training programs; however,
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he did not learn anything
from them.

Alan .thinks that the

only meaningful thing learned
was that he could get release
time from class to attend
in-service workshops. According
to Alan, most classroom
problems are disciplinary.
In-sevice
training does not resolve an
individual teacher's student
discipline problems.
Furthermore, he explains
that inner-

city teachers should not handle
disciplinary problems. Alan
recommends in-service training for new
teachers who could
learn teaching hints and techniques
that they might

not know.

"Once a teacher gains a couple of years
of teaching experience,
Alan suggests that his only problem is
discipline with regard
to the urban situation."
Finally, Alan stated the he would
register no objection to in-service training
sessions as long
as the training helped him to alleviate his
discipline problems

which would give him time for teaching.
Jay

Jay is a teacher of English in an urban secondary

school who has a B.A. degree in English and a M.Ed. degree
in urban education.

He has taught English for seven years.

Jay's teaching experiences have been confined to a single

inner-city secondary school.

Teacher-student communication in urban schools as
perceived by Jay, usually falls into three categories.
states that there is a group of teachers who try hard to

He

.
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come down to the level of
urban students.
In contrast,
another group of teachers
talk too much which is
frequently
interpreted as a weakness on
the part of inner-city
students
On the other hand, some
urban teachers do not even
try to
effect meaningful communication.
Jay feels that inner-city
schools would benefit from a
level of communication between
the two extremes of too little
to too much verbal interaction

Jay holds an opinion that
teacher-principal communica
tion depends upon the leadership
style of an urban principal
He converses informally with his
principal and the principal
IS receptive to this approach.
While some inner-city princi
pals exhibit two-way communication, he
has witnessed urban
school situations wherein one-way communication
flows from
principal to teacher without giving inner-city
teachers
the privilege of direct feedback.

He has observed both

types of information exchanges, and he feels that
teacher-

principal feedback is essential.

Student-student communication in urban schools, in
Jay's view, is inversely proportional to the number of

minority pupils enrolled at a given school.

At Jay's

school, he has observed the number of blacks increasing

from about
in 1974.

1

percent in 1968 to approximately 38 percent

Spanish speaking students have- grown from about

one tenth of 1 percent in the same period to approximately
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percent today.

As the number of minority
pupils increaseSj
inner-city schools realize
an equal decrease in
studentstudent communication across
racial and class lines.
According to Jay, when urban
schools enroll a large
number of minority pupils
both minority and majority
students tend to polarize
He did not perceive any
polarization along racial or ethnic
lines when the enrollment of
minority students remained at
approximately 25 percent.
During this period. Jay implied
that a lot of verbal interaction existed between cultural groups.
Now that the percentage of minority students is up
to 45 percent, he has
observed less positive verbal interactions
among majority
and minority pupils.
Jay seems to think that communication
5

•

among racial minorities and the racial
majority will continue
to diminish as minority children enrollment
approaches
50

percent for an inner-city school.
Jay believes that urban teacher attitudes play

minor role in teacher-student verbal interaction.
that most people tend to become oversensitive
pupils' problems.

a

He argues

to minority

Furthermore, this promotes a grave

injustice for students whether they are poor whites or blacks
because urban teachers become patronizing and far too big
brotherly.

Jay suggests:

that urban teachers should

approach pupils as pupils; that inner-city teachers divorce
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themselves of any personal
involvement such as sympathy
for
students on the part of
cultural backgrounds, or
unhealthy
home environments of the
persecuted few. He thinks that
urban schools would better
serve educational goals without
teacher-student interpersonal
interactions.

With respect to Jay, communication
in urban schools
is as significant as dialogue
is in life.
When teachers
fail to communicate with students,
they are functioning
on a rather weak level.
To clarify his perception
of

communication for inner-city schools, he
explained that
there is a difference between performing

the role of an

educator or facilitator of learning and
playing the role of
big brother for the chosen few.
He feels that urban teachers
would encounter serious trouble should they
attempt to
"bear the white man's burden" for the enlightenment
of the
masses.

Jay implies that communication is important in

urban schools, but he cautions inner-city teachers with
respect to personal involvement.

Communicational improvements for urban schools in
Jay's opinion, are almost futile.

He indicates that teachers

who can converse effectively with inner-city pupils will do
so,

while those who cannot interact verbally with urban

students never will.

Jay attributes this to a teacher's

basic personality traits.

He disclosed that some of his
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colleagues have established
meaningful communication
patterns
with inner-city students,
and many of his fellow
teachers
have not learned to
communicate effectively.
He does not
think that positive results
are realized by coercing
urban
teachers to communicate with
inner-city youngsters.
Jay stated emphatically that
his experiences with
in-service education for urban
schools have been totally

ineffective.

He perceives in-service
training as a game

played to appease specific
individuals.

When teachers or

parents begin to complain about
certain unfavorable
conditions, urban administrators
introduce games such as
in-service training.
He maintains that attitudes of
inner-city teachers are fixed; that attitudes
cannot be
taught through training exercises.
Either positive

attitudes are a part of an individual or they
are not.

Jay

points out that in-service workshops at the
termination
of the school day, when teachers had rather be
at home,

are completely useless.

Those few teachers who do attend

sessions after school usually do so for extra

compensation--not for professional improvements.

Jay

indicates that attitudes of urban teachers, who are twentyfour years old or above, are thoroughly engrained.

Work-

shops designed to change teachers’ negative attitudes are

almost impractical.

.
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Frank

Frank instructs approximately
thirty-five students
per day.
He has small groups of
students who have special
learning difficulties.
Frank is an inner-city teacher
with
a bachelor's degree in
the social sciences and a
master's
degree in special education.
He has taught in urban
schools
for over five years.
As an urban teacher, Frank
was asked to give his
opinion on teacher-student communication.
In response, he
reported that teacher-student
communication depends upon the

individual child and teacher.

There is no communication at

all between teachers and some
students.

He states that he

teaches small groups of inner-city children
and he has developed
a good rapport with them.
Frank indicates that sometimes
several students remain after school to talk
with him privately.

But there are a few students who are difficult

to understand, and they seem to come to his
class with

hostile attitudes for an unknown reason.
students have problems at home.

Perhaps, these

Frank points out that most

of his students communicate freely with him.

Of course,

there are some students who present a challenge with respect
to verbal interaction.

He tries to improve communication

for those few students through various problem solving tech-

niques.

Frank admits that he has only been partially success-

ful in effecting communication with the so called "hard core"

students
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Frank expresses the importance
of teacher-principal
communication in urban schools.
The principal usually
sets
the tone for teachers.
Principals must make demands
on
teachers.
Should no demands be made
upon teachers, in his
opinion, little would be
accomplished in urban schools.
Teachers have to be encouraged to
try out new techniques or
they will not do different things
on their own initiative.
At least, this has been the case
in his five years of
teaching.
Few teachers will assume the
initiative to examine
innovative projects on their own
because those who do get
negative feedback from principals. To
save face many
teachers, who would normally explore new
ideas, will back
off.
Often times this leads to complacency in
teachers.
Thus the administrator must set the tone for
communication
in urban schools and everyone should know
what is expected

of him.

Frank says that is why teacher-principal communica-

tion is so important in urban schools.
He has overheard a lot of urban teachers and super-

visors discussing particular students.

They say that

certain students have poor home environments.

Frank thinks

that home environments are important., but educated human

beings through working together should overcome these problems.

He implies that "hard core" problems such as

emotional instabilities are not easily resolved.

Since he

teaches special education, he has a large percentage of
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students with emotional
instabilities.

Of course, Frank

suggests that this should not
be a problem for the
majority
of teachers because the
emotionally unstable students
only
comprise about 2 percent of the
total school population.
In other words, inner-city
and hard core students
are not

synonymous.

According to Frank, most teachers
confuse this
issue and use "hard core" as an
excuse not to teach certain
students.
He replied, "The next thing you
will hear is,
they cannot learn." Frank believes
that this is where
guidance from the principal becomes
significant.
A principal
must demonstrate to his faculty ways to
surmount
this false

perception which leads to ineffective communication
in
urban schools.
Frank implies that student-student communication

varies in inner-city schools.

Therefore, he wanted to discuss

interactions among students in terms of his small groups and
intramural sports which he coaches.

He reveals that urban

students verbalize on several different levels.

Some pupils

try to bridge the communication gap between majority and

minority students, and they communicate with everyone.
Frank mentions that he tries to get his students to work
together.

Though he readily agrees that minority pupils

tend to remain in their own group or clique, he is beginning
to see more intragroup interactions.

Since the minority

students have been together all their lives, they have
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established personal relationships
with each other, and they
want to continue these
relationships.
Frank thinks that
student-student communication is
good among groups or cliques
but somewhat lacking for
intragroup relations.
Communication among urban students,
in Frank's
opinion, is not a kind that he
perceives as being good.

He

sees students becoming more
solidified in cliques and a

strong tendency to reject outsiders.

A story is told by

Frank concerning a group of students
working together on
a project for the fall fair.
The group had been working
together for about two weeks when two other
students came in
and wanted to join them.
They refused to permit the outsiders
group membership. This made the two rejected
youngsters
feel uncomfortable, and they did not come back
after having

tried on two separate occasions.

He feels that this incident

reflects the level of communication among most groups.
While reflecting on recent changes in communication

patterns of poor and minority children, Frank insinuates
that the level of verbal interaction has reached an acceptable

plateau.

He refuses to say on whose standard or which stan-

dard the acceptable level of communication in urban schools
was based.

Personally, Frank does not feel that the

acceptable level of communication is adequate for urban
schools.

Furthermore, he thinks that urban school partici-

pants are just going about their business as usual because
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the schools do not have
overt racial problems as
before.
He points out that four or
five years ago the schools
were
plagued with racial fights and
other student disruptions.
Now that the schools are
quiet everybody seems to be
complacent.
Frank indicates that his
colleagues think that the
schools are on a conflict course
again, but he does not see
this happening.
However, he believes that changes
in

communication patterns for poor and
minority cultures should
be improved.
Frank discusses a paradox between what
his colleagues
are thinking with respect to urban
school disruptions and
what his colleagues are doing to improve
communication for

urban schools.

According to Frank, urban schools have only

reached a meager beginning in effecting communication
among
students, but he does recognize some improvements.
He

admits

that urban schools have a long way to go before effective

communication is

a

reality on all levels.

He sees the

principal and faculty as facilitators of intergroup and

intercultural communication.

Frank cites that most teachers

seem to be happy with the present situation.

He said,

"Teachers go along with the tracking system that segregates

students both socially and academically."

revealed that

a

Also, Frank

few teachers wanted to have a social for

students which he favored, but the majority of teachers

voted unfavorably.

The fact that most teachers would vote

.

.
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down a social wherein students'
interactions could take place
in his view, showed a lack
of interest on improving
co^unica
tions.
Because students like to dance
and have fun, a social

would help them get together.

Frank feels that socials and

other related activities would
create a foundation which
fosters intragroup or intercultural
communication.
Frank shared a personal experience
which pointed
out how effective communication
helped him resolve a student
problem:
I have a student whose
mother is trying to
reject him.
She seems to want him out of
her way.
The child seems to react to his
mother's rejection as determined by him
being in an emotionally disturbed class
before he came to me. He was also labeled
as being retarded.
In my opinion, the
contrary. is true, he is quite normal as
to a pupil's wants and needs.
When he
came to me both of us always bumped heads
It took sometime after school for us to
sit down and talk things out.
Our discussions were healthy, and I tried to find
out what was causing the personality clash
between us.
I didn't think that I had done
anything to create the problem between us.
At least, I was not aware of the fact if
,

I

did.

Later, I went to the counselor's office to
check on his background.
I talked with the
adjustment counselor.
I learned that his
mother had, in fact, been rejecting him.
Also, he felt that I was rejecting him too.
He seemed to have a positive relationship
with his grandmother. He would do better
in school when he stayed with her.
His whole
personality changed, and he would interact
with his peers and help them.
But, when he
went back home to his mother, the reverse was
true
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Frank maintains that teacher
attitudes play a signifi
cant role in formulating
communication among urban students.
He thinks that teachers must
show their concern for students
He does not view this as a teacher
going out and trying to
develop 108 separate relationships
with urban students, but
he thinks that interactions can be
realized between teachers
and student groups.
Frank suggests that teachers could
spend a few minutes after school to develop
communication
for those few students who seem to need
special attention.
He thinks that teachers' attitudes play a major
role in this

aspect because teachers must be open and honest in
their

communication with students.
In his view, communication is as essential for urban

schools as communication is for other societal institutions.
He says that teachers cannot get their message across with-

out open lines of communication and students either.

Frank

intimates that an absence of two-way communication in the

classroom would be similar to talking in

a vacuum.

He

insists that urban teachers and principals must work on

effecting communication between themselves and students.
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He implies that a number
of things can be done
to
improve communication in urban
schools.
Of course, he does
not know how feasible they
are under the present
circumstances.
He says, "When you are talking
about school, you are speaking

of politics.

People generally use students as
pawns for

political motives— especially urban
schools." He surmises
that urban schools are always
dealing with percentages for
various purposes.
Frank said, "We might begin to improve
urban schools by asking 'Where do you
start?'

better my communication in my own way.

I

I

try to

certainly can't

help the teacher down the corridor with
his communication."
He places the responsibility for helping
teachers who have

communication problems squarely on urban administrators.
Should you have an administrator who does not want
to

better student-teacher interactions in his school, nothing
will happen to improve communications.

He further indicates

that demands must be made on urban teachers which facilitate

communication that lends itself to more effective teaching
and learning.
As Frank points out, in-service training has its

station for urban schools.

He explains that in-service

training for teachers is usually for pay incentives or
required.

Should training be mandatory, teachers enter

with a negative attitude.

Should you give incentive pay,

teachers who do not even care about in-service training will
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attend just for pay.

Frank would like to see
in-servioe

training which is on a
voluntary basis. He feels
that nonattendance on the part of
teachers would indicate that
the
training forms and contents
are ill conceived.
Therefore,
the training should be made
more attractive in order to
interest urban teachers.
Frank says that most nontenure
teachers have a fixed number of
in-service meetings to attenc
Consequently, teachers frequently
go in, pay little attentior
and wait on the clock.
He affirms that many of the
teachers
behave as children in a classroom
with respect
to this kind

of in-service training.

According to Frank, in-service

training must be geared to helping
teachers meet the needs
of students in urban classrooms.
Karl

Karl is an urban secondary teacher of mathematics.
He has a degree in economics and is working
toward a master’s

degree in urban economics.

Karl has been teaching for one

year which has enlightened his understanding of inner-city
students.

Before becoming an urban teacher, he spent a

four year tour in the United States Military Service which
made him aware of traditional communication practiced by

societal institutions.

Communication in urban schools between teachers and
students, as Karl reveals, depends upon a specific teacher
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or student.

He observes that
meaningful communication
exists
among a few teachers and
between some teachers and
students.

Karl further perceives
teacher-pupil verbal interactions
as
being rather negative or
none at all.
He does not believe
that communication in urban
schools is adequate for student
learning.
According to Karl, urban teachers
must find
various techniques which will
get their points across to
inner-city students. He places the
burden for teacherstudent communication on the teachers
because the teacher
is the professional in charge
of teaching and learning.
Karl believes that too much emphasis
has been given
to programed learning experiences
which serves to negate
the teacher.
He thinks that this negation of urban
teachers
contributes to interpersonal communication barriers
for

several significant reasons.

Teachers do not get an oppor-

tunity to practice being an actor or artist.

Inner-city

teachers should in order to get their point across to
students.

Many times individualized instructional material

acts as communication barriers which cause some urban

teachers to feel insecure or frightened over the prospect
of personal interactions with students in classrooms.

He

does not advocate that all teachers function as actors

because some cannot, but the most successful urban teachers
that he knows are able to do so.

Karl re-emphasizes that

he is not downgrading the importance of programed learning,

but urban teachers need to interact more with urban students
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which programed learning
does not facilitate.
According to Karl, communication
in urban schools
among principals and teachers
follows a definite "pecking
order" with respect to whom
the principal interacts or
what
form the interaction will take.
He perceives communication
as being relative to teachers
and principals
involved.

Generally speaking, inner-city
principals are not innovative
enough with regard to initiating
teacher-principal communication.

There is a lot of conversation
about experiences
outside of the school, but not enough
exchanges of information concerning the school's educational
aims and outcomes.
He views make-believe principal-teacher
conversations as a
device to reduce tension because this kind
of communication
is of little real value in terms of
education.
Karl implies
that urban principals have been victimized by
the hierarchical

structure which delimits principals’ interactions among
teachers.

He further states that urban principals are con-

stantly reminded by supervisors that "there is little room
at the top, and somebody has to make decisions."

Karl

thinks that this kind of mentality leads to cliques composed
of the principal and a few teachers which the principal can
trust.

In addition, this practice breeds contempt between

the clique and other teachers.

Urban principals do not spend enough time in class-

rooms to establish effective communication among teachers.
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Since principals are
perpetually tied to their
offices for
several different reasons,
they fail to familiarize
themselves with the teaching
activities in their schools.
He
observes that principals spend
entirely too much time on
Phone conversations and student
discipline.
Karl suggests
that principals' time would
be more wisely spent in
the
prevention of disciplinary problems.
He feels that this can
be accomplished through
classroom observations and articulation with classroom teachers.
Another factor brought forth
by Karl was the rotation of
principals every three years
which would eliminate the complacency
frequently found among
urban principals. He argues that principals
could effect
more positive communication among teachers
which would

alleviate the threat often posed by urban
principals.
As communication pertains to student-student
verbal

interactions, Karl states that the conventional administrative structure has served to restrict student interpersonal

relationships.
outgoing.

Karl insinuates that many students are

But some teachers are not and this stifles student-

student communication.

Urban teachers must be creative

enough to get all students to interact.

Furthermore, the

teacher has to develop an atmosphere wherein all students
feel free to speak, and this should rate as a number one

goal for urban teachers.

He proposes that urban schools

should generate positive learning climates for students.
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in this way, much of
the pessimism encompassing
inner-city
schools would be eliminated.
He would like to see
this
happening, but he believes
that the

hierarchical structure

operates against the establishment
of positive teaching and
learning environments for
urban schools.
Karl indicates
that student-student
communication in urban schools
should
improve as the hierarchical
structure gives way to a more
realistic form of leadership.
Karl implies that he had difficulty
in generalizing
recent changes in communication
patterns in urban schools,
but he would share a specific
example.
He explained that
his principal is a former mathematics
teacher, and he wanted
to bring the mathematics department
up to the seventies.

Karl's principal bases the mathematics
department improvements on professionalism through departmental
meetings and

training sessions.

Through the principal's effort and the

cooperation of mathematics teachers, they are beginning
to breakdown some of the negative connotations
related to

the teaching of mathematics.

Some of the negative sentiments

are the mentalities of the "take aways" and the "add em ons"
as pointed out by Karl.

He mentioned that this example

should indicate a minute portion of the techniques being

tried to improve communication in a specific urban school.

Urban teachers can facilitate communication in classrooms according to a personal observation by Karl.

He cites
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that one of his students
confided in him that his
class was
the only one that he liked.
They listen to him because
his
pupils know that he is willing
to work.
He suggests that
many of his students have
found inner-city teachers
who are
not willing to teach.
They are complacent doing
little or
nothing.
Karl believes that most urban
teacher complacency
is superficial because on
the inside teachers know that
they
are not interacting with their
students.
Students are

constantly transmitting messages to
inner-city teachers which
tell them exactly how they feel.
He relates being told some
rather personal things by students,
but, in this way, he

receives valuable feedback from students.

Positive feedback

from pupils gives him the encouragement
needed to continue
teaching effectively.
infers that urban teacher attitudes play a

vital role in student-teacher communication.

He believes

that a two-way flow of information between students
and

teachers accounts for about 95 percent of pupil learning.

comments that positive communication on the part of

urban teachers help build positive self-images for poor and

minority urban students and prevent negative self-images
from developing.

He implies that inner-city teachers must

explain that 1) every student can learn,
slow is the only difference, and

3)

2)

how fast or how

some students can do

specific tasks faster and better than others, but every
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student can do somethings
better than anybody else.
Teacher
attitudes play such an
important role in gaining
the confidence of urban poor and
minority students until
inner-city
teachers cannot communicate
effectively without developing
positive interactive behaviors.
In Karl's view, there are
several different approaches

to improving communication
for urban schools.

An excellent
starting point is the inhumane
programmatic schedule which
could be modified to allow for
more flexibility.
Inter-

departmental meetings on upgrading
teaching instructions is
another.
The most significant change should
be made in the
tracking system that locks urban students
in a group for his
entire secondary school experience.
Some students do not
belong in general mathematics. They could
succeed in algebra
or trigonometry as well, but the tracking
systems
say that

he should take general mathematics.

Finally, experienced

teachers who possess highly developed skills in mathematics
could assist weaker teachers with instructional techniques.
Karl submits that urban teachers' communication improves

they become more confident in their approaches to teaching.
Karl states that he has not been directly involved

with in-service education for urban schools, but he has

observed a few training sessions and heard about others.
Based upon his small knowledge of in-service training, Karl
feels that training sessions are conducted in the same
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traditional manner that is
inherent to one-way
communication.
He expresses that the
atmosphere of a typical urban
school
is not quite prison-like,
but indeed much

like prison.
Karl
thinks that this kind of
mindlessness contributes to a
breakdown in communications in
urban schools as well as
inhibit
the effectiveness of
in-service education programs.

Tim

Prior to becoming an urban
teacher, Tim spent two
tours of duty in the United States
Military Service. After
which he worked three years in industry
while studying for
an advanced degree in the arts.
Tim has a B A. and a master’s
degree in the creative arts. He has
taught art
.

in the

secondary school for three years.

As an inner-city teacher,

Tim finds the teaching of art a rewarding
experience.
Tim reveals that he found teaching art difficult

initially because his students possessed a limited
knowledge
of artistic procedures and jargon.

secondary level

,

Being a teacher on the

he had expected a more sophisticated inner-

city student who had mastered the basic fundamentals of the

creative arts.

Tim says that he made the wrong assumption

about urban secondary students, and this idea impeded com-

munication between his students and himself.

Then he realized

that he could make no assumptions concerning students, unless
he assumed that inner-city students knew little or nothing
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about art.

He initiated an
environmental approach to
the
teaching of art which
included everyday things
that attracted
his students' attention.
Tim explains that an
environmental

approach caused his students
to respond positively and
verbal
interactions increased. He
expresses that his pupils started
to ask pertinent questions
concerning their art lessons.
Tim points out that the
communication barriers between students and himself were eroded
which led to a development of
mutual understandings.
Even though Tim could not generalize
about teacherprincipal communication in urban schools,
he reports that
principal-teacher verbal interactions are good
in the school
in which he teaches.

As Tim describes verbal interactions

among the principal and the teachers in
his school, he
perceives his principal as being warm and
understanding.
He thinks that his point is illuminated
through informal

discussions and nonthreatening classroom visitations.

Teachers

talk with the principal on a first name basis, and he is
not

constantly running in and out of classrooms.
shows concern for teachers.

The principal

Most of his comments are con-

structive and helpful to inner-city teachers.

Student-student communication in inner-city schools
varies from student to student and from class to class with

respect to Tim's perspective.
five classes.

He reports that he teaches

Tim's first period class has about an equal
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number of black and white
students.
He observes that the
class divides into two
cUque— one black and one white. Tim
points out that this division
is not due to hostility
among
groups but to a preference
for talking with members
of their
own culture.
In contrast, he discloses
that his sixth period
class is altogether different.
Tim says that pupils

in his
sixth period class interact
verbally with any student, and
he does not view a separation
along racial lines. During
learning activities, each student
shows concern for the
other, and both black and white
students have developed
positive relationships. Tim suggests
that the number of
minority students may influence the
amount of communication
along racial lines.

From Tim’s perspective over the past three
years of
teaching, he states that his verbal interactions
have im-

proved because he has become more familar with his
students.
Tim indicates that his perception of inner-city
pupils has

changed as he adjusted to the teaching situation.

When he

became acquainted with students and teachers, he realized
a

greater degree of communication.

Tim considered the fact

that there were student disruptions and racial confrontations
at the school five years ago.

He discussed the level of

communication two years after the student conflicts when he
became a teacher at the school.

Tim has witnessed verbal

interactions between students and teachers growing in a

.

’
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positive direction.

Five years after the
racial conflicts
he notices a vast difference
in the level of
communication
among participants.
Tim maintains that the level
of tension
has subsided and inner-city
school principals, teachers,
and
students have developed a more
realistic learning climate.
In order to clearly delineate
an effect of meaningful
verbal interaction between
students and teacher, Tim related
a personal experience:
^

One morning mid-way through
the school year
pupil began to talk loud in class.
She
a
re at
g a P ers °nal experience which I
^
^
i
teit should
not be discussed in class.
Some
students were not interested in her
personal
life experience, and the conversation
was
rather embarrassing to me.
She did not seem
to be embarrassed in the least.
I responded
a loud voice that I wish you would
moderate
you speech because the class is not
interested
your personal life.
She stated that I was
not speaking to you anyway Mr. X.
I took this
to.be disrespectful and an attack on my authority.
I asked her to report to the
counselor's
office.
She declared that she was not going
any place.
Then I went to the counselor's
office myself and informed the counselor of
the circumstances.
The counselor came to my
room, and asked the young lady to come with
a

^

m
m

,

her

Later, the counselor revealed to me that the
student would be suspended from school because
she had a previous altercation with the assistant principal.
After rethinking the situation,
I realized that I had handled the situation
poorly.
I felt that it would be unfair to suspend
the student because the punishment was too
harsh for the offense. As a result, I explained
to the counselor that this was her first offense
with me, and I did not want her suspended.
She
came back to class with a different attitude.

.
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As the situation just
discussed, Tim thinks that

inner-city teacher attitudes
play a major role in teaching.
Being familiar with urban
students’ backgrounds, enable
teachers to understand their
pupils.
Many teachers who are
not familiar with the students’
cultural background might
make the wrong decision because
of their biased
attitudes.

Minority students generally have
problems that are not
experienced by majority students. Urban
teachers need to
understand this fact and manage their
behavior accordingly.
In order to view minority student
problems in a different

light, inner-city teachers must have open
minds.

Therefore,

urban teacher attitudes play a significant role
in effectuating an open channel of communication among
minority
students
In some instances, Tim discloses that minority stu-

dents tend to express more hostility than majority students.
He feels that this is attributed to the environmental

conditions in which minority pupils find themselves.

For

example, many personal or psychological needs are not being
met in the home, and this forces minority children to look

outside the home environment for help.

Because of time spent
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on full-time and extra
jobs, most minority
parents do not
have enough time to spend
with their children.
Teachers
for inner-city pupils must
be aware of this, or they
are sure
to realize behavior problems
when teaching minority
students.
Tim believes that urban
schools must seek ways to
educate

all students and to eliminate
the attitudinal barriers which
interfere with teacher-pupil
learning.

According to Tim, communication in
urban schools is
extremely important.
Often times verbal interaction is
difficult to institute because of a
lack of understanding
between both students and teachers.
Tim points

out that he

does not mean that communication is
impossible from a knowledge standpoint, but in terms of both
teachers and students
saying the same thing.
He observed students and teachers

verbally interacting, but the words had different
meaning
for both of them.

He thinks that an understanding of the

youth culture will assist teachers in verbalizing with
pupils.

This is not to suggest that inner-city teachers

use jargon or slang expressed by youths, but that teachers

should exhibit a consciousness of youth speech habits in

order to promote understanding.
Tim remarked:

"Teacher-student verbal behavior is

as much a teacher’s responsibility as teaching because

teaching embodies two-way communication."

He further implies

that youths play upon the ignorance of inner-city teachers
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concerning their verbal
behavior patterns.
unaware of this important
factor might

A teacher who is

feel insecure and

threatened.

Therefore, many pupils may be
treated unfairly
by a frustrated teacher.
This non-awareness on the
part of
inner-city teachers concerning
the youth culture also fosters
communication breakdowns. Tim
asserts that urban teachers'
time will be well spent in
finding out what interests
stu-

dents because this gives youth
a sense of importance, and
indicates that teachers are concerned.
In view of communication
improvements for urban

schools, Tim believes that the single
most betterment must
come through a change in teacher
attitudes for several
discernable reasons. Most inner-city teachers
possess preconceived notions about minority students
as reflected in

erroneous statements made by white teachers
pertaining to
primarily black students. Tim states that since
he is a

black teacher, he senses that these particular
teachers

perceived nothing racist about their statements regarding
blacks.

To clarify his point, Tim reported the following

account of a white female teacher:

M

I

have a fine Negro

gal who comes in a couple of days per week to help me

with my house cleaning."

To many white teachers, this kind

of assertion is perfectly normal, and they do not reflect

any sensitivity toward such comments.

Tim affirms that this

type of statement is offensive to him, and he is certain
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similar kinds of comments
are brought forth in
class that
offend black students.
Moreover, he feels that
many white
students learn the wrong type
of verbal responses.
Tim
continued:
"How can a teacher develop
positive communication between black students
and himself when he is
unaware
of the negative connotations
of his verbal behavior."
Tim
says that the greatest
misconception made by whites about
blacks is that patronizing
statements will f ost er endearment
when they are truly offensive
to blacks.
Candy

Candy has a

B A.
.

degree in elementary education with

advanced training in skills and techniques
for teaching
students who have special needs. As an
instructor for students with special needs, she teaches

city elementary schools.

pupils at two inner-

Candy is currently working as an

instructor for the perceptually handicapped.

She has a

unique vantage point for observing communication among
urban
school participants.

Candy has been an elementary school

teacher for three years.

According to Candy's perception, communication between inner-city teachers and students is greatly lacking
for several significant reasons.

white and middle class.

Many urban teachers are

Most of them are competent as far

as subject matter content is concerned, but they exhibit
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unfamiliarity with respect to
inner-city student needs.
teachers seem to think
themselves superior to urban

Some

students
Furthermore, Candy observes
an absence of mutual
respect
between them.
Inner-city students who have
personal problems,
in most instances, feel
uncomfortable discussing them
with
their teachers.
She has discovered that
most urban teachers
are so involved in their own
personal ivory towers,
that

they fail to find time for
urban student needs.
Finally,
she stated that inner-city
teachers frequently communicate
with their students in a patronizing
manner which does not
lead to student-teacher understanding.

Principal-teacher communication in most urban
schools
is precarious as reflected by
Candy.
A large number of
teachers who are experiencing classroom
management problems
are threatened by the thought of discussing
them with their
principal.

As a consequence, many teachers fail to seek

help from principals when they have student behavioral

problems.

Another factor mentioned by Candy was that some

urban teachers feel that their principal would give them
poor evaluations for not being able to manage deviant
student behavior.

Candy stated, "Many principals would say

'You should be capable of handling this yourself'

How can

a teacher improve his/her teaching when the teacher feels

this way about seeking help."

Candy thinks that this

attitude is radiated by principals when you do have to send
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a child to him for
disciplinary reasons.

She stated that
the situation is even
more frustrating for
nontenure teachers
Candy feels that teachers
should solicit help from
principals
when they need support.
As she points out, sometimes
experienced teachers resent being
told by principals how to

communicate with students-especially
from new principals.
Candy indicates that these
factors inhibit communication
between urban teachers and principals.
Candy implies that student-student
communication
varies from school to school.
She remarked that her
morning school is considered a Title
I school because of
the number of poor and minority
students.
Most minority
students are bused in from the black and
Puerto Rican communities, and the pupils seem to get along
well in school.
There are few social interaction problems
among black,

white and Puerto Rican students who comprise
the school
population.

Candy states that children in her morning

classes have established wholesome relationships.
trast, in

In con-

her afternoon school a constant struggle exists

between bused students and neighborhood pupils.

Neighbor-

hood youngsters treat bused children as outsiders.

She

reveals that this kind of attitude generates name calling
and often times fights between the bused and neighborhood

students.

Candy feels that her teaching is less effective

because of the communication problems among majority and

minority children.
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Student-student communication
in Candy's afternoon
along racial lines.
She discloses that neighborhood students who are white
interact freely with each
other,
and they react negatively
toward bused pupils.
On the other
hand, minority students tend
to polarize among themselves.
Candy insinuates that problems
of communication across
racial or cultural lines originate
in the home environment
of majority students.
At times, she can hear a six
year
old (first grader) saying things
that he/she could not
possibly have thought of without some
help.
According to
Candy, biased attitudes emanate from
the school environment
also.

She commented on a field day event in
which the

school placed third.

Candy's principal invited her into

the office and related how delighted and
proud she was

because the school had won third place.

The principal dis-

closed further that the school had never placed in the
event before.

Then she said, "You know why we won this year?

It wasn't because of our students;

it was because of the

bused students that we won this year."
There are few recent positive changes in communication

patterns across racial or cultural lines in urban schools.
In fact, Candy observes a decrease in communication among

inner-city students due to the busing issue.

With respect

to the busing issue, Candy implies that the communication

gap has widened between minority and majority groups.

Most

,
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urban middl e class teachers
as well as students
resent twoway busing,
inner-city teachers make a
number of comments
that are negative.
These same urban teachers
were satisfied
so long as black and Puerto
Rican children were being
bused;
however, when whites are bused
out of their neighbrohood
they become overly excited.
Candy thinks
that the few

positive changes in communication
have been superseded by
negative changes in most urban
schools.
Candy observes that inner-city teacher
attitudes are
largely patronizing and do not contribute
to improvements
communication.
She feels that middle class white
teachers
impose their values, their standards, and
their morals on
poor and minority students.
Candy realizes that many

m

minority group children have been reared under
different
personal codes or standards which are automatically
wrong

with regard to most middle class teachers

1

classrooms.

This

shows a lack of knowledge and awareness of minority cultures.
To the minority child, this conflicts with his parents'

teachings.

Candy hears a lot of negative comments made by

inner-city teachers pertaining to minority group children.
She feels that minority students can sense the negative

attitude of urban teachers and respond by withdrawing or
rebelling.

Candy reported:

to students that

I

"Many urban teachers communicate

am better than you are, or they try to

make minority pupils a replica of themselves."

She feels
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that this practice completely
erodes minority group
children's
heritage especially Puerto
Rican youths and their
culture.
Candy suggests that inner-city
teachers' attitudes imply
that the majority culture
is right and the minority
culture
is wrong.
In Candy's view,

improvements in communication for

urban schools will meet with
difficulty because of older
teachers and their rigid attitudes.
She believes that
training sessions for teachers
with fixed perceptions concerning urban students will have
little effect. When teachers
form certain opinions, trainers
have to use strong measures
to change them.
Candy indicates that most urban teachers
arrive at their conclusions concerning
minority students
from colleagues.
They do not take the time to confer with
students, or visit their communities.
She implies that a
large number of inner-city teachers come to urban
schools

from fancy suburban homes in a beautiful residential
district.

They go to inner-city schools to teach, and return home
again without even becoming casually aware of the community
in which they teach.

She would recommend that urban teachers

become involved with community affairs and become acquainted

with minority citizens.

Candy feels that this is a means

of acquiring knowledge which leads to an understanding of

culturally different pupils.

She believes that the possi-

bilities of changing older teacher attitudes are less than
for beginning or nontenure teachers.
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Candy reflects on the
importance of effective communication in urban schools.
Inner-city students are not
a
bunch of robots, and all an
urban teacher has to do is
walk
into a class and ask his/her
students to open their books
to page fifty.
There is more to teaching than
that; innercity teachers must exchange
ideas with students.
Furthermore, Candy thinks that mutual
trust and respect are key
ingredients for promoting understandings
among urban teachers
and pupils.
Because communication is essential for
good
teaching, she feels that teacher-student
verbal interactions
account for about 80 percent of meaningful
learning.
In Candy’s opinion, communication in
urban schools
is marginal at best because teachers
often say things that

they do not mean.
come out right.

Inner-city teachers' ideas just do not
Teachers say one thing and mean another.

She feels that urban teachers and students must develop
a

common understanding with respect to communication.

When

Candy speaks of inner-city teacher-student communication,
she does not intend to convey an impression that teachers

have to become life long friends, even though they might,

with urban students.

She believes that inner-city teachers

should formulate a good rapport with students which foster

positive interactions.

In other words, Candy feels that

communication is marginal because urban students, in most
cases, do not know what teachers expect of them.
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In order to clarify her
understanding of effective
communication for urban schools,
Candy shared the following

example concerning an inner-city
student:
He is a male student whom I
have taught
for three years.
The pupil has an explosive temper at times.
He says
hat he thinks and does not seem just
to care
who hears what he has to say.
His behavior problems appear to originate
with
the regular classroom teacher.
The pupil
reels that he can come down to
my
room and express his frustrations. classThis
is because he feels comfortable
in my
classroom.
I do not have a problem
in
§ ettln g him to complete his class assignments; however, the regular classroom
teacher seems to have trouble involving
him in classroom activities.
He is
labeled as a behavior problem by his
classroom teacher.
I think that the
student can sense that the regular
classroom teacher does not like him;
that his teacher has a grudge against
him.
As a result, the student is angry
at his classroom teacher almost constantly, and he refuses to do work in
her classroom.
I believe that I have
established a positive relationship
with him, and he responds favorably
by. doing his assignments.
It's the same
child; therefore, I think it's the way
a teacher approaches him.
.

.

In-service training for urban schools has been an

unrewarding experience for Candy.

She explains why in-

service workshops have proven ineffective.

Nontenure

teachers must attend twelve workshop sessions.

This looks

good on paper, according to Candy, for school department

supervisors, but little meaningful learning experiences are
realized.

From a total of twelve workshops, approximately
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one was effective in terms
of providing information
that
could facilitate classroom
learning.
She feels that the
others were complete boredom.
Candy attended one workshop
session wherein a supervisor
read aloud excerpts from
several
English books for almost an
hour.
This reminded her
of the

reading hour, and was terribly
depressing.
Candy thinks that in-service
training could be
effective when conducted with
teachers’ interests and needs
mind.
She feels that in-service
training must get
teachers involved through learning
activities. According to
Candy, the most interesting workshops
were those which gave
teachers an opportunity to participate
in training experience:
She expressed her excitement pertaining
to a physical education workshop that involved the active
participation of urban
teachers.
This particular training session permitted
innercity teachers to perform learning activities
which facilitate

m

physical education instructions.

Candy feels that this for-

mat when extended to include other disciplines such
as
science, mathematics and history would benefit urban teachers
more.

Candy indicates that this offers an improved method

for training inner-city teachers.

Kathy

Kathy is an urban teacher with a major in psychology
and special training for teaching the perceptually handicapped

—
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She is an itinerant
teacher on the secondary
level.
According to Kathy's
observations, a low level
of

teacher-student communication
exists in urban schools.
She
relates that a few teachers
are capable of effecting
meaning
ful verbal interactions
with their students, but
most urban
teachers are not.
When the majority of
inner-city teachers
do communicate, they fail
to convey an image
that both stu-

dents and themselves are
human beings. Most inner-city
teachers like to play the
authority game where students
are
always subordinates.
From Kathy's viewpoint, education
should foster mutual trust and
respect between teacher and
students.
She feels that urban teachers
should set as their
first priority the creation of a
desire to learn within
inner-city students.
Kathy explains:
"An urban teacher
must function on a level which reflects
that I am a person
just as you are.
We are here to learn together."
She

thinks that the present low level of
communication in urban
schools could be elevated if teachers recognized
the fact

that urban students learn from them, and they
should learn

from their students.
In Kathy

s

opinion, student-student communication on

the secondary level is not for educational purposes.

communication is mostly
which is healthy.
sports, etc.

a

Rather

social developmental process

Pupils talk about girlfriends, boyfriends

She believes that inner-city students exchange
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educational learning experiences
infrequently.
Kathy submits
that education should
include more relevant
learning activities.
Then urban schools could
realize a higher degree of
studentstudent verbal interaction
related to education.
Kathy implies that urban
teacher-principal communication is imperative because a
teacher needs to know what his/
her principal expects.
Furthermore, a principal needs to
know what his teachers expect
of him, and this cannot be
done without two-way communication.
She takes this to mean
that principals and teachers must
work cooperatively,
and

not against each other in order
to build a better learning
environment. When students see principals
and teachers

working together, they are usually more
cooperative and
helpful.
Kathy asserts that this is why effective
principalteacher communication is absolutely necessary.

Communication on the secondary level, through Kathy's
perception, is formal, fake, and authoritative.

She main-

tains that an attitude is reflected which depicts urban

principals as authority figures.

Kathy intimates that this

attitude fosters social games which teachers exploit in order
to appear effective.

Therefore, communication between

principals and teachers is phony and dishonest because

neither is letting the other know what he wants to happen
in urban schools.

As Kathy perceives the inner-city school

situation, principals play various games with teachers which

.
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compel them to tow the
line instead of asking
teachers what
contributions they can make to
the school.
Inner-city
teachers need feedback from
principals that indicates
what
they are doing right, or
what they are doing
wrong.

She

believes that the whole process
should involve teachers and
principals working collectively
to create a better learning
climate

Kathy suggests that the rigidity
of urban schools'
programs inhibits articulation
among inner-city school participants.
She contends that this fact is
illuminated by
teachers having to teach certain
subjects in a prescribed
time frame.
Kathy feels that this particular
structure does
not permit teachers to divert from
planned instructional
materials to more relevant learning experiences.
She points
out that inner-city children are not
always ready to learn
certain things during a specific time period.
Also, urban

educators should not place time factors on student
learning.
Kathy believes that urban schools must function in an
atmosphere of progress--not quantity, but quality of instructions.
Since the current organizational structure provides plenty
of quantity, urban teachers and principals should seek im-

provements in the quality of instructions.

"What

I

am

trying to say, remarked Kathy, is that a formal relationship
exists between principals and teachers which does not

facilitate communication in urban schools."

Ill

From Kathy

perspective, the communication
process
in inner-city schools
is in a state of li
mbo
She has not
observed any growth at all.
Verbal interactions among
principals, teachers, and
students are not getting
better
or worse.
Kathy believes that there
is nothing worse than
no growth at all.
She proposes that this is
due to
s

.

the

structure of educational systems
in urban Series because
education does not mean the same
thing to everybody.
As
Kathy remarked, "Urban students
go from kindergarten to the
twenfth grade, and some graduate
without even developing a
small portion of their potentials."
She insinuates that the
regimentation of principals and teachers'
attitudes attributes to a low level of learning for
poor and minority children.
In Kathy’s view, learning must have
significance
for

the learner because education should
develop oneself.

Kathy

advises that a change in the organizational
structure of
urban schools might improve inner-city student
learning.

In

fact, she implies that a structural change in urban
schools

which allows principal and teachers a choice in the selection
of learning tasks could lead to positive growth and develop-

ment for all.
In Kathy's three years of teaching experiences, she

thinks that her communication has been open.

emphasizes that education is to learn.

She persistently

Kathy says that she

placed a major stress on learning because learning entails
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developing oneself.

She believes that
students need to know
that they oan learn, and
that teachers can learn
from them.
In biology for example,
she revealed learning in
more
detail facts that she had
probably learned in past
years
her students.
Kathy insists that knowledge
and technical skills should involve
activities which help inner-city

students to learn-not merely for
student manipulation.
She
feels that her positive attitude
was passed on to her students because she realized mutual
trust and respect as a
result of open communication.

Kathy mentioned that discipline is
imperative for
effective teaching and learning in urban
schools.
Teachers
must learn to manage student behavior
through mutual respect.
She maintains that discipline is not
something gained through

intimidation, but earned through mutual respect
and understanding.

Kathy realizes that her type of classroom manage-

ment is different from the traditional kind of discipline
found in most urban schools.

She comments that her dis-

cipline has proven effective with inner-city students.
Furthermore, she thinks that teachers would witness fewer

discipline problems should they follow her example.

Some

inner-city teachers, according to Kathy, have problems with
students because they communicate to urban students a

superior attitude.

Teachers cannot speak to inner-city

pupils in this manner and expect them to learn.

Kathy
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surm 1S es that urban teachers
would have less student behavioral problems should they
seek to build pupils' selfesteem, instead of weakening
students' self-images.
According to Kathy, most urban
teachers do not realize
the influence of their attitudes
on inner-city student
be-

havior.

She implies that a teacher's
attitude is the key
to opening or closing the door
to student learning.
Kathy
says, "Suppose a teacher expresses
a racist attitude toward
a

certain student, she/he will not teach
him."

This may be

due to a teacher's dislike of his
person, his color, or his
religion.
She suggests that this kind of attitude
prevents

teachers from giving their whole-hearted
attention to the
needs of poor and minority pupils.
Kathy points

out that

prejudices are learned by teachers--that biased attitudes
are difficult to unlearn.

Teachers who are unwilling, or

cannot change their negative attitudes should deselect themselves.

Kathy says that this would prevent irrevocable

damage from being done to culturally different students.

A major contention of Kathy's is that open communication in any relationship whether between teacher-student,

husband-wife, or friend-friend is of the utmost importance.
She contends that communication is essential for others to

know exactly where a person stands, or what a person expects
from a relationship.

An urban teacher may not share all

the information available to him/her with his students.

This
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in most instanoes, to
stimulate interest, but

to make teaohers feel
better than students.
Kathy argues
that this practice brings
about a grave injustice for
inner-

city students because teachers
should share their educational
experiences with pupils. Education
is similar to
sharing
wealth since knowledge is a kind
of welath that lends itself
to sharing.
She continues, when students
ask questions,
teachers will say "I will explain
the question briefly, and
you can get the rest on your own.”
Kathy believes that
a

teacher is close-minded to two-way
communication when he/she
behaves in this manner.
With respect to improving communication
in urban
schools, Kathy explains that parental involvement
is crucial
Parents are reluctant to get involved in the
operation of

inner-city schools unless a crisis exists.

The busing issue

is a classic example of parent participation
for the wrong

reasons.

Urban schools as well as other societal institu-

tions are infiltrated with prejudices.
even know their child's teacher.

Many parents do not

She cites that parents

should know their children's teachers, and the kinds of

attitudes they hold.

Another way that urban schools can realize improvements
in communication is through closer supervision of teachers.

Kathy mentions that principals should get into the classrooms
and assess inner-city teachers' needs in order to suggest
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improvement in verbal behavior.

Because each teacher is

different and requires special
kinds of changes, inner-city
principal's evaluations must be
flexible.

She thinks that a

greater degree of flexibility in
rules and regulations would
facilitate communication for each
person, for each classroom,
and for each subject.
Principals should grant this freedom
to teachers.
Teachers, in turn, should give the
same respect
to the principal.
Kathy recommends a family spirit
climate
for urban schools because teachers
and principals must work
as a single unit.
Family members can differ as teachers
will do, but they must bear in mind that
each person is working
toward the attainment of a common goal.
Through proper

supervision and guidance, principals can help inner-city
teachers come to understand themselves and their students.

According to Kathy, in-service training is not relevant to her needs for several important reasons.

Elementary

teachers who are nontenure are required to attend twelve

in-service workshops while secondary nontenure teachers must
attend five.

Not only does this practice seem unfair, the

training is not relevant to what teachers are teaching.
So long as a training program has math in the title, for

instance, and a teacher happens to teach math, they say,

attend that one.

Most of the time teachers become so frus-

trated until they just check off five and go to them.

Almost

half the time, the in-service training workshops are poorly
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prepared.

For example, a supervisor
goes up to the rostrum
and gives his opinion on
urban teaching while teachers
sit
impatiently and listen.
Seldom do trainers ask teachers
if they have questions.
Questions are asked so infrequently
that the trainer is shocked
when a teacher does ask one.
Kathy says, in other words, teachers
do not have any choice
in the manner in which in-service
training is conducted.
She
feels that in-service training should
meet the needs of
urban teachers.

Jeff

Jeff is a secondary teacher with a degree in
mathematics.

He has been teaching mathematics in urban schools

for five years.

Before becoming an urban teacher, Jeff

spent two years in the United States Peace Crops.

served his tour in East India.

Jeff

As a former Peace Corps

member, he has a keen perception of the nature of urban
schools and their surrounding communities.

Jeff observed

that preservice as well as in-service education for teachers

stand in need of improvement.

Jeff discloses that communication between urban

teachers and students vary for many different reasons.

Some

teachers have no idea about their pupils’ home environments.
A teacher who has been reared and lived in the suburbs all
his life, and has never been exposed to any other kind of
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community, is destined for
problems with inner-city students.
He states that is not the
majority of the teachers who
live
in the suburbs, but those
who think that they live
there.

Jeff said, "Should they come
into a classroom as I have just
completed, and listen to Joe, Jack
and Jane explain their
home life, they would be 'culturally
shocked'." The kinds
of things inner-city children
discuss are unbelievable unless
a teacher has an understanding
of their home environment.
He believes that urban teachers should
spend
some time

visiting and becoming familar with inner-city
communities.

According to Jeff, communication with his principal
is informal and relatively easy, but he
knows that there are

many teachers who cannot communicate effectively with
the
principal.

He cites two probable reasons for a lack of

verbal interaction.

Jeff surmises that one reason emanates

from the number of persons in the school since there are

seventy teachers and approximately fourteen hundred students.

Another factor that contributes to

a

among principal and teacher is time.

decrease in interaction
Due to the rigidity

of the teaching schedule, most inner-city teachers and

principals do not have time to make themselves available
to each other.

Jeff revealed that most of his exchanges of ideas with
the principal is informal.

Of course, he points out that this

is not true for most teachers.

He discloses that his
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communication is informal, and
only becomes formal when
he
has to submit a written
report.
He
states that he is ac-

quainted with teachers in the
school who rarely talk informally
with the principal. They are
always writing down consents
on paper and submitting them
to the principal.
He believes
that this is the least effective
way to get action on a
given issue.
Jeff believes two minutes of
informal conversation with the principal is more
effective.
Student-student communication in Jeff's
classroom
depends upon the youngsters involved.
Some students communicate on a mature basis.
Stated another way, Jeff observed
two seventh graders speaking on that level.
This would
amount to what twelve year olds usually talk
about.

Some

of them tend to regress and begin to communicate
on the

second grade level.

Many times you hear remarks such as "He

has my pencil and whinning

,

etc."

Several students communicate

by hitting each other or by playing the dozen.

Jeff says, "he does not allow."

That part,

Should anyone walk into

Jeff's classroom, he would find students talking with each

other and helping each other with their assignments.

He

does not object to student-student exchanges of information
so long as students behave according to their grade level.

He thinks that this is an excellent way to get students to

know each other and improve learning.

Jeff points out

that there are a few students who cannot behave themselves
in this regard.
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In order to explain his
understanding of effective
communication in urban schools,
Jeff

shared a student-

teacher experience.

Jeff spoke of a student who
is in one
of his algebra classes.
This particular student spent
the
first two marking periods
resisting his instructions. One
day, Jeff managed to get him
aside for a conference.
He
explained his point of view to the
student.
Jeff told him
that he could no longer tolerate
his resistive behavior
because his behavior was affecting
his achievement.
Also,
there were other students in the class
who needed special
help, and he could not give them his
individual attention
because of him.
The student agreed casually with Jeff's

perception of the situation.

But he had violated one of the

school's rules, and on the same day, he was sent
home on a

three-day suspension.

Jeff did not know at this point

whether or not their discussion had been effective.
Following his three-day suspension the student came
back after school, and said to Jeff "X will play the game.
You know you are right."

He did play the game as he called

the process until some four months later.

was sent home again on suspension.

At that time, he

His suspension was not

due to his behavior in Jeff's class, but due to an infraction
of the rules.

During this four month period, the pupil's

grade progressed from two "E's" to an "A" for the third

marking period.

Jeff attributed this to his willingness to
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play the game.

Even while he was on his
second suspension,
he came back after school to
talk with Jeff.
Jeff suggested
that his earlier behavior stemmed
from personality conflicts
After both of them had an opportunity
to sit down and discuss
the problem, everything seemed
to fall into place.
Jeff indicates that open communication
is essential
for urban schools, and teachers'
attitudes play a major
role
this procedure.
A teacher has to establish ground
rules for what kind of communication he
will accept.
Jeff
comments further that teachers must remain
clear of four
letter words and maintain a level of mature
conversation

m

with urban students.
students.

Teachers should not talk down to

Urban teachers must assume an attitude that

pupils are going to respond to intelligent conversation.

Students will usually respond to intelligent conversations.

Frequently

,

there are a few students who respond negatively

to whatever stimulus is emitted.

He submits that inner-

city teachers have to be willing to listen and explain

teacher-pupil ideas for students.

Jeff indicates that this

requires an open-minded teacher who is capable of understanding student behavior.
In Jeff's opinion, communication in urban schools is

absolutely essential for all inner-city school participants.
Teachers must be able to talk with principals and students
in a proper manner.

Urban principals should communicate
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effectively with their faculty,
staff, and students.
As
Jeff states, "You are
living in a world of
your own if you
cannot communicate with
persons around you."
Teachers
certainly cannot teach students
without sincere communication
Jeff was eager to give
his perception of preservice
and in-service training
for urban teachers and the
effects
of teacher training on
communication. Teacher training
programs should help a person
decide whether or not he/she
wants a career in teaching.
Should an individual
select

teaching as a career, his advice
to the teacher training
institution would be to offer a course

on "How to Start a

Class."

He declares that information on
starting urban

classes was not a part of his method
experiences.

They

contained a lot of information concerning
materials available but little infomration on practical
procedures for the
classroom.

Jeff mentions that the first days of school
are

the most important for setting the tone for
an entire year.

Should a teacher establish a desirable tone which
can be

maintained, he/she will have minor trouble on

a daily basis.

As Jeff explains, teachers who enter class day after day
and start students off with one activity immediately following
the other will realize a certain kind of class.

While on

the other hand, teachers who come into class and amble

around for fifteen minutes will have a specific kind of class.
Jeff remarked, "Teachers have to give students directions and
let them know what you expect from them."

r
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Another significant factor that
was missing in his
method instructions, implied
Jeff, „ as how teaching is
actually done.
Instructors informed interns of
how teaching
is supposed to be conducted,
but no information was
given

pertaining to an actual teaching
situation.
Jeff feels
that he was fortunate because he
had an opportunity to teach
in two different urban schools.
He reports that even after
the two different teaching experiences,
he still
was not

ready for teaching.
Jeff had some thoughts pertaining to an
alleviation
of the methodological shortcomings of
most teacher preparation programs.
Foreign language requirements for prospective

teachers might be waivered as one solution.

This would

allow future teachers time for practicum experiences in
urban

communities and urban schools.

He argues that such a prac-

tice would inform prospective urban teachers as to the

feelings of urban students toward middle class whites.
To support his contentions concerning urban teacher

training, Jeff comments on the training that he received in
the Peace Corps.

A course that he took at Lincoln University,

taught by a black instructor, oriented him to a large degree
as to the attitudes and life styles of the urban poor and

minority children.

Jeff remarks, the instructor would ask

"How does a black fourteen year old feel about a white

teacher?"

He feels that nothing in his life experiences
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could qualify him to answer
such a question.
Jeff discloses
that the experiences received
from the course and his
activities in the Peace Corps
gave him, in part, the
practical

knowledge that he needed to teach
urban students.
In addition, Jeff links
together his Peace Corps

experience with in-service training
for urban schools.
He
pointed out that he spent two years
teaching in a country
that was 40 percent black, 40 percent
East Indian, 2 percent
white and 18 percent other. Jeff
reflected, "I was
a

minority, and after a while, you begin to
feel like one too.
He indicates that his experience was
crucial to his present
perception of urban schools, but also, different
from the

plight of urban minority students for two important
reasons
By not being a native of the country, he shared
more

favorable treatments.

In addition, he had the option to

leave, but urban minority pupils have no place to go.

He

recommends that preservice and in-service teacher education
include more practical experiences for urban teachers.

An Analysis of Urban Teacher Interviews
The urban teacher interviews were divided into three

groups in order to analyze their perceptions of communication in inner-city schools.

These divisions are not

necessarily all inclusive because each interview reveals the
viewpoint of an urban teacher with similar teaching experiences.
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According to the interviews,
urban teachers do not
fully understand the impact
of the traditional
bureaucratic
structure on their ability to
communicate with principals
and students.
For example, teachers do not
perceive
themselves as part of the communication
problem in inner-city
schools.
Apparently the overwhelming influence
of the

organizational structure impairs independent
thinking which
leads to complacency in teachers.
Further, the organizational structure of urban schools does
not challenge teachers
to think creatively nor to include
flexibility in their
methods of instruction. Therefore, inner-city
teachers are
taught to follow a given set of procedures
without even
beginning to envision the negative effect that they
have on
their behavior or the behavior of their students.
Finally,

the kind of teacher behavior produced by the school’s

organizational structure filters out alternative behaviors
which is a consequence of teachers' past experiences.
Alan and Jay are urban teachers who think that their

verbal behavior has little influence on teacher-student

relationships.

Therefore, they view communication in urban

schools as being adequate with minor adjustments.

Frank,

Karl, and Tim believe that the traditional bureaucratic

structure impedes interpersonal communication in urban
schools.

Yet, they were not prepared to offer meaningful

suggestions as to what is needed for communication improvements
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in inner-city schools.

Candy, Kathy and Jeff are
urban

teachers who imply that
interpersonal communication is
ineffective in inner-city schools
because many teachers hold
negative attitudes toward poor
and minority

students.
Still
they were unable to completely
understand how the school's
organizational structure effects
teacher-student verbal
behavior.
None of the groups has fully
conceptualized
the total impact that the
traditional bureaucratic structure
and communication barriers have on
interpersonal communication in urban schools.
Consequently, fragmented perceptions
of inner-city schools are formulated
which do not promote

positive verbal interactions between teachers
and students.
Alan and Jay suggest that communication is
adequate
in urban schools and that student-teacher
verbal interaction
problems originate with students.

Therefore, stringent dis-

ciplinary measures are needed to resolve student behavioral
problems and to maintain the status quo.

Efforts to maintain

the status quo in urban schools lead to ambivalent teacher

behavior which result in few improvements in interpersonal
communication.

This group of teachers pretend that communica-

tion between students and teachers is adequate because recog-

nition would compel them to seek meaningful solutions.

Con-

versely, these same teachers will admit that communication
is ineffective but improvements are useless.

Because some

teachers are effective and others are not, in-service training
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Which attempts to improve
interpersonal communication
in
urban schools is a game
administrators play in order
to
appease teachers and parents.

According to Karl, Frank and
Tim, communication
urban schools is impeded by the
traditional bureaucrat::ic
structure.
Consider, for example, that the
principal set!:s
the tone of interpersonal
communication for a given school.
He can create an atmosphere
which fosters two-way or oneway communication.
Further, he can operate an urban
school
which facilitates open or closed
channels for communication.
Therefore, he can set a high expectation
level for teachers
and students.
Relative to the expectation level, teaching

m

in his school can become a primary
or secondary responsi-

bility.

These three interviews support a proposition

that open channels of communication is compatible
with a

high expectation level of principals.

In contrast, closed

lines of communication correlate highly with a low expecta-

tion level

of principals.

Thus, teachers set a low

expectation level for students when the urban principals
fail to make positive communication adjustments in the
schools’ organizational structure.
Candy, Kathy, and Jeff suggested in their interviews

that interpersonal communication is ineffective in urban

schools because many teachers hold negative attitudes toward

poor and minority students.

For example, few teachers have
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developed knowledge about
students which produces
substance
for effective student-teacher
communication. Therefore,
student discipline problems
are considered as causes
for
poor student-teacher communication,
instead of ineffective
communication.
They implied that most urban
teachers
resort to the authoritarian role
in order to manage student
behavior which frequently leads to
open student defiance.
Also, teachers have not found ways
to effect mutual trust
and respect between students and
themselves.
Furthermore,
some teachers create communication
barriers through condescension because they have not learned
how to verbalize
with students as fellow human beings.

Similarly

,

communication barriers between principals

and teachers stifle informal verbal interactions.

Since

teachers view principals as authority figures, teachers
are
a ^ ra i^ to discuss teaching difficulties with
them.

Conse-

quently, many inner-city teachers fail to establish open
lines of communication with their principals and students.
The supervision of teachers by principals becomes an evalua-

tion of a teacher's ability to cover for himself and the

administration, instead of support and encouragement for good
teaching.

A mechanism for the elimination of communication

barriers between teachers and principals would assist teachers
in effecting positive classroom verbal interactions.
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The three goups of teachers
indicated an area wherein

interpersonal communication was
ineffective in urban schools.
None of the groups elaborated
on all aspects of the verbal
behavioral problems in urban schools.
Most of the teachers
interviewed were able to describe
communication in regard
to their experiences but possessed
little knowledge
about

the concomitant forces controlling
their verbal behavior.

Therefore, they were at a loss when asked
to relate ways
through which interpersonal communication
could be improved
in urban schools.
Some of the teachers interviewed talked
about the structural barriers to effective
communication
while others discussed the effects of negative attitudes.
Few teachers were able to add substance for developing

effective channels of communication for urban schools.
In view of the incomplete perceptions of the urban

teachers interviewed, specialized in-service training programs
are needed in order to assist teachers in formulating a

more reality-based view of communication in inner-city
schools.

A portion of the training sessions would focus on

informing principals, teachers, and students of each other’s
roles and responsibilities.

Additional training sessions

would include strategies and techniques for developing open

channels of communication for urban schools.

The "share

shop" approach would provide an opportunity for principals
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and teachers to exchange
positive ideas which lead
to more
effective interpersonal
communication on all levels of
the
urban schools' organizational
structures.

CHAPTER

IV

toward an interpersonal
communication design
for in-service training
in urban schools

Interpersonal communication
improvements among
inner-city school personnel
depend upon meaningful
in-service
training activities. The
purpose of this chapter is
to describe an in-service training
design which focuses on
improving
interpersonal communication in
urban schools. Most of the
descriptions will concentrate on
effecting positive verbal
interactions among urban school
participants.
In fact,

the descriptive verbal behaviors
will characterize trainees
and trainers with respect to
their roles and responsibilities.

A Fresh Look at In-Service Training
The establishment of specialized
in-service training
programs with a concentration on the
effectuation of positive

interactive verbal behaviors between principals,
teachers,
students, and community residents offers
a viable approach
to improving teaching and learning in
urban schools.

Special-

ized in-service training programs are not
viewed as the only

solution to urban school problems.

Rather, these particular

urban in-service teacher training programs are perceived
as
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an investigatory
approach to an identif
ication Qf
an weaknesses and
resolutions for educational
.

in.prove.ents.
As inner-city schools
become more stabilized
in terms of
teacher attrition, the
prospect of teacher
resistance to

change increases, unless
in-service
Le education programs
offset this tendency.

Due to a rapidly changing
society, urban schools
must
tram teachers to become flexible
and creative with respect
to teaching behavior,
methods of instructions,
and subject
atter content.
Flexibility and creativity
in the in-

service educational components
of urban schools do not
imply
a lack of structure, nor
a sense of direction.
On the contrary, a more reality-based
teaching and learning environment could emerge which lends
itself to both structure and
a sense of direction.
In the past decade, inner-city
schools have under-

gone changes in both teacher and
student behaviors.

These

behavior changes are, in part, related to
changes in instructional materials.
In fact, effective teaching requires
behavior changes in light of new information.

This is not

to say that yesterday's information is
outmoded, but to

say that tomorrow's teaching and learning depend
upon urban

schools' approaches to the subject matter content.

Tradi-

tional instructional materials in the hands of a flexibile
and creative inner-city teacher could be effectively transformed into new instructional materials.

1
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As behavior changes
in urban school
participants are
realized the need tor
specialized in-service
training
programs will become
increasingly important
A development
of skills and techniques
for effecting
principal-teacher,
teacher-student, and
student-student interpersonal
reactions
are required.
Therefore, an in-service
training design which
focuses on interpersonal
communication among urban
school
participants is necessary.
Positive verbal behavior
among
inner-city school participants
plays a major role in the
discovery and development of
human potentials.
,

_

Since successful communication
is essential for
teaching and learning in inner-city
schools, in-service
workshops could be used to elevate
the awareness level of
urban school participants. Harry
Morgan stated a reason
for the failure of effective
communication in urban schools,
and illuminated a lack of perception
on the part of innercity teachers:

Educators have long believed in the value
of real communication between teachers
and
students, but their efforts have often failed
because they attempt to fit new ideas into
old structures.
For instance, teachers who
talk "jive" sound ridiculous to kids.
Children cannot become "friendly" along traditional
friendship lines with a thirty year old adult.
This is probably the most frequently used but
least successful way of getting in touch with
children

.

Harry Morgan, The Learning Community: A Humanistic
Cookbook for Teachers (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill
Publishing Co., 1973), p. 6.
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addition to

failure of communication
and a
deficiency of perception,
inner-city schools'
systems of
rewards and punishments
are falling short of
a desired
effect with respect to
behavior modifications.
For example
urban schools exhibit
a tendency to reward
outstanding
a

performance of their
participants, and ignore average
and
below average achievement.
Average and below average
achievers have a need for
positive incentives
also.

Most

educational psychologists would
agree that children's
learning is stimulated by
success.
Consequently, youngsters
who are highly motivated
appear to exhibit more positive
verbal interactions which could
foster increased

achievement.

Inner-city teachers who maintain
an elevated degree of
student interest Ihrough their
instructions seem to realize
fewer verbal behavior problems.

A time has arrived when

urban educators should rethink their
system of rewards and
punishment, and initiate an expansion
which includes all
students.
In fact, most available evidence
appears to
indicate that a revision of inner-city school
systems of
rewards and punishment might improve interpersonal
communica-

between urban teachers and students.
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Activi *i?r^ners
Students^nd^o^unity^esidents

of

Several reasons have
been cited in this
dissertation
which depict a need for
an involvement of
inner-city
trainers, principals,
teachers, students, and
community
residents in the planning
of in-service training
programs.
These groups of urban
school participants are
essential for
institution of reality-based
in-service programs for
inner-city schools.
Furthermore, in-service training
programs
which improve interpersonal
communication between urban
principals, teacher, students and
community residents
are indicated.
The involvement of training
participants
will become more apparent as
the interpersonal communication
approach unfolds.
An in-service education trainer
would obtain commitments from local school boards, school
departments, and
urban schools before initiating a training
program.
This
procedure would be imperative in order to
minimize behavior

irregularities on the part of participants.

In fact, an

urban school system could establish a common goal—
that
is, to improve interpersonal communication
which leads to

more effective teaching and learning.

While training

approaches might differ in each inner-city school, urban
educators could make a concrete commitment for communication

.
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improvements.

U

As a result ° fF a
sch001 system's
commitment
to improved verbal
behavior, an inner-city
in-service
trainer could begin to
help individual urban
schools effect
and sustain two-way
communication among participants.

trainer for interpersonal
communication in-service
programs would have several
significant responsibilities.
A
trainer would assist urban
school participants in designing
and implementing specific
in-service workshops for a
particular school.
The assistance would include
a
series of

structural and procedural outlines
which could be adopted,
modified, or used as guides in
order to meet an individual
school's needs.

In other words, an urban
trainer would

facilitate the decision making process
once a commitment
has been made to institute an
interpersonal communication

m-service program for an inner-city school.
In addition, an urban school in-service
trainer would

assist in training discussion leaders, and
the monitoring
of training sessions to insure that learning
activities

remain on focus.

An in-service trainer would not only

teach group leadership skills such as techniques for
involving
each group member, or skills for handling monopolizers, but
he would

.

conceptualize issues in advance which are germane

to a training session; anticipate the movement of discussions
in order to give specific directions; formulate thought

provoking questions which clear the way for effective
communication
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Through daily classroom
interactions, urban
teachers
could contribute unique
insights for a formulation
of inservice programs.
Frequently, urban programed
for inservice education overlook
classroom teachers-except
for
attendance at in-service
meetings.
Effective planning for
in-service programs must
include classroom teachers
in order
to reflect their needs
and understandings.
In
fact, an

identification of inner-city
teachers' needs and techniques
resolution, should enable
teachers to meet urban
students’ needs.
Urban school in-service
education programed cannot afford to preclude
the one resource which is
in daily contact with
students-the inner-city
teacher.

The professional development
of urban teachers

should consider their attitudes,
values, and beliefs which
influence verbal behavior. Teachers
need to feel that they
are a part of improvements for
inner-city schools. Thus

effective in-service training programs for
urban schools
should capitalize on the needs of teachers.
According to
the eight-case studies, this aspect gives
urban teachers a

sense of self-worth because their ideas are
important.

Verbal interactions among urban school participants
emanate

more freely when inner-city teachers feel that their
ideas
are significant.

Effective short range in-service workshops

could provide immediate improvements in communication for
trainers, principals, teachers, students, and community
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residents

As two-way conununication
between unban school
participants increases, their
attitudes, values, and
beliefs
should become more
compatible.
Over the long run, open
communication coul d lead
j
l
to an institution of
more relevant
goals for urban schools.
P ositive interpersonal
comnunica _
tion among inner-city
school participants could
instill a
sense of personal pride and
a sense of belonging
which
could improve teaching and
learning for urban schools.
An involvement of inner-city
principals and supervisors is essential for in-service
programs.
If communication barriers are to be effectively
reduced in urban schools,
supervisor and principal participation
is needed.
For
example, teachers, parents, and
students would not feel free
to express their true impressions
should an urban principal
reflect an unfriendly attitude.
In-service workshops which
focus on interpersonal communication could
have a far
.

4_

reaching impact upon verbal behaviors of
inner-city school
principals, teachers and students. Another important
factor
stemming from principal's and supervisor's participation
seems to suggest an arrangement which permits regular
class-

room observations of master teachers, or teachers with special
skills to assist inner-city teachers in their verbal pro-

fessional improvements.
Urban school principals and supervisors could help
in the elimination of organizational constraints, where they

.
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provide for two-way
communication.
Changes in
organizational structures
are necessary in
order to bring
about procedures for
inner-city school
improvements which
focus on teaching as
a primary responsibility
of urban
schools.
Without corresponding
shifts in the attitudes
of
urban school particiDan-f-Q
xicipants, interpersonal
P
communication
improvements may not take
place.
A new commitment to
supervision, teaching, and
learning in inner-city
schools
would contribute to on-going
progress in verbal communication.
In order to sustain a
high level of effective
teaching and
learning in urban schools,
supervisors, principals, teachers,
students, and community residents
should come to understand
competent teaching originates in
classrooms not through
rhetoric

—

Participation by administrators and
supervisors should
include responsibilities for designs
and implementations
of

in-service programs which facilitate a
sustained interpersonal
communication development for urban teachers.
Because teaching
environments differ for each school and each
teacher, urban
teachers should be taught flexibility and creativity.
This

would enable inner-city teachers to be pliable
enough

to

adapt to the special needs of students and particular
needs
of an urban school.

Problems in verbal behavior seem to

originate when teachers and principals experience difficulty
in adjusting to two-way communication among themselves
and
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pupils.

There is no patented
soiuUon to verbai behavior
irregularities in urban
schools.
But through the
cooperation of inner-city
school participants,
meaningful answers
could be found.
Interpersonal in-service
education programs
would aid urban principals
and teachers in adjusting
to a
variety of teaching situations.

Often urban educators
seem to forget the fact
that
schools are for students
and not the other way
around.
Many
principals and teachers exhibit
an attitude which suggests
that inner-city schools belong
to them.
In some
cases,

students are treated as unwanted
guests who possess special
visiting privileges which are
subject to being terminated
at the school’s discretion.
if any,

choice

In fact, students have little,

m

making decisions about themselves;
yet,
pupils are expected to behave as adults.
There is something
faulty about this kind of logic,
and inner-city students
are constantly telling educators
about their
dilemma.

How-

ever, the cries of students appear to
fall on deaf ears be-

cause urban educators do not seem to give their
thoughts

serious attention.

Urban schools are instituted by adults for the

education of children.

As goals are established for urban

schools, a primary consideration should be a development
of the full potentials of children.
a voice in

Children need to have

planning their learning activities.

Many principals
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and teachers will
argue
gue that children
should not participate
organizing and developing
P
learning experiences
g learn-inobecause
they are not mature
enough to know what
they want.
In short,
Pupils’ educational
choices are limited because
of a misunderstanding of urban schools'
purposes.

m

In addition, school
officials would contend that

student participation might
lead to a breakdown in
discipline.
Students would form the
misconception that they are
peers of
principals and teachers and
refuse to conform.
Discipline
in the minds of most urban
teachers is their primary consideration because they cannot
teach when students are
disruptive.
Consequently, severe punishment
must be levied
against students who violate rules
in order to maintain
control.
Therefore, strict discipline must
be maintained
at all times.
An inherent component of the traditional
communication
structure seems to be fear of authority,
instead of respect
for authority.
Punishment is a way of conditioning

students to fear authority.

Intimidation, then, becomes

a school's greatest behavior modifier.

Urban school officials

have confused fear which is a conditioned response with

respect which is an earned response.

As a result, many urban

teachers will maintain that students have absolutely no
respect for adults.

In fact,

students are beginning to rebel

and create teacher-student verbal interaction problems.
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Urban educators should
begin
to
lonv k
t0 look
S
be yond the
traditional
communication heirarchy ror
Y for ways
wav^ to k
bring about mutual
respect among participants.
•

Inner-city pupils must
have a real voice in
their
social, emotional, and
intellectual development.
This is
not to imply that
students do not need or
desire discipline
but to suggest that
discipline should be just
for an offense
and fair for the student.
Students might not always
know
what they want or need;
that is the reason schools
have
principals, teachers and auxiliary
personnel. These individuals should give guidance
and facilitate learning
experiences--not stifle creativity.
Interpersonal communication
in-service training
programs would present an opportunity
for authority figures
and students to exchange ideas.
Each participant could
gain an understanding of the other's
perspective
for inner-

city schools.

Participants' roles and responsibilities

could be explained and reviewed in order
to make the necessary
adjustment for meaningful communication.
The Involvement of Community Residents

Community residents include parents and other
interested persons who possess skills which promote understanding among inner-city school participants.

By involving

community residents, in-service programs for more effective

«
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ponent of urban school
participants.
In
11
Lnis way,
this
„ a v ongoing
P ans could be Populated
which maximize articulation
between inner-city schools
and the urban community.
involvement for many inner-city
parents, for example,
often arises
out of a crisis situation.
Frequently, these crises
are
the results of communication
barriers.
When a crisis no
longer exists, interpersonal
communication between community
residents and the school
dwindles rapidly. A continuous

process of involvement by
community residents in urban
schools' educational goals
would prevent inner-city
schools' verbal behavior
problems, and lead to a more hopeful future for inner-city
pupils.

m

Another reason for community
residents involvement
in-service training programs for urban
schools
was

illuminated through the following incident:

Ralph was an

urban secondary student who experienced
a series of behavior problems expanding over an entire
school year.

He

was suspended from school on three
separate occasions for
rule infractions such as tardiness, skipping
detention,
and truancy.

When Ralph was suspended, his parents were

not notified, nor did he tell his parents.

Ralph took the

bus to school each day, as usual, and returned home on
the

next available bus.
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Finally on Ralph's
third suspension,
some revealing
events occurred.
He was told
specifically not to return
to school on the
followingg day.
dav
The next morning
Ralph
"to stay horns
ome, hii'h
Y
but y.-?
his parents insisted
that he
attend school. Therefore,
he went to school,
and was
promptly informed that
he would be arrested,
for trepassing
on school property.
Ralph returned home and
informed his
parents of his predicament.
r.

Ralph

parents contacted the school
and requested
information concerning their
son's suspension.
The parents
made aware of his two
previous suspensions
for be-

havior problems.

As the parents pressed for
more specific

information concerning their son's
behavior irregularities,
they were informed that Ralph
had been involved in a series
of rule infractions with
several different teachers.
In
addition, his parents discovered
that the pupil's counselor
seemed to be totally unaware of the
nature and details of
Ralph’s behavior problems.
The counselor's information
revealed that Ralph had been truant for
three days when he
was actually present at school.
Later, it was discovered
that another student, who possessed the same
surname,
had been absent for three days due to sickness.

The coun-

selor had confused Ralph's record with the sick
student's.

Therefore, Ralph's second suspension was unjustified.
fact, Ralph was somewhat disgruntled when the incident

In
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occurred

^

but be still refused
to tell bis parents
In
egan to rebel against
authority figures and
to develop
a
don’t care" attitude.
Consequently
h
y, this lack
lacv off communication among urban
school participants led
to low achievement and precipitated
other behavioral
irregularities for
Ralph.
,

.

After the resolution of
the problem, Ralph
readjusted
to the school environment.
However, this example
delineated
the damage that can result
from communication breakdowns
between urban principals,
teachers, counselors, students,
and parents.
This incident seriously
disrupted the pupil’s
behavior pattern.
Several important implications
can be

drawn from an analysis of Ralph's
behavior problem. Many
inner-city students who have strict
parents are afraid to
tell their parents when they have
a problem.
Some urban
school Officials are reluctant to
contact parents when
their students are experiencing behavior
difficulties.

On

the other hand, many parents are threatened
or alienated by

schools because the only time they are invited
for visits
is when their children have behavior problems.

As a result,

verbal interaction among parents and school officials
is

often condescending or negative.
In-service education programs which focus on more

effective communication among urban school participants
would minimize verbal behavior problems.

This practice
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could enable urban
school components to
remain cognizant
of the importance of
open channels of
communication.

Toward an Instructional
Approach

Instructional activities should
include a series of
approaches which effect
communication in urban schools.
In
such an approach, training
activities would comprise
techniques such as role playing,
case studies, scenarios,
formulation of behavioral objectives,
and a variety
of

problem solving strategies.

Each in-service trainee would

have a voice in the development
of learning activities
which improves verbal behavior for
inner-city schools.
Numerous methodologies could be
experimented with before a
tangible level of success is reached,
but urban school

participants should not become disheartened.

A realistic

commitment on the part of trainees could lead
to more
effective communication.

When an effective level of verbal

interaction is reached, new and different learning methods
would enable participants to continually renew their

communication strategies.

In other words, by creating a

sense of change through effective instructional approaches,

complacency and hopelessness would be minimized and replaced
with a new commitment to improve interpersonal verbal

interactions among participants.
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SltlVe lnteractl °ns
with a sense of
sharing and
onging can contribute
to effective teaching
in urban
-bools. For example
the Flanks system
,
of Interaction
analysis and the in-service
training ..share shopf
provide
an excellent approach
to improving
instructions for innerctty schools. Through
the use of videotapes
and tape
recordings , participants
would have an opportunity
to make
self-analyses of their verbal
classroom behavior.
.

By

combining interaction analysis
and the in-service
"share
shop", a more meaningful
in-service approach

is realized.

Subject matter content for
the interpersonal inservice training approach
should be selected and agreed
upon by individual participants.
Participants must feel
that they are responsible
for their own improvement
with
respect to verbal interactions.
This does not imply that
trainees cannot seek or receive
guidance, but to make each
individual responsible for meeting the
collective objectives
set forth through group consensus.
However, learning
materials for the instructional phase should
include basic
listening skills and common word usages and
meanings.
To

ascertain a specific level of communication
development for
each trainee, specific criterion tests would
examine
the

extent to which each participant exemplifies
capabilitiesskills

,

knowledge, and attitudes for a successful completion

the interpersonal communication in-service approach.
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In selecting and
organizing learning
experiences,
efforts would be ma de
to set and maintain
a

proper scope
Each advancement of
trainees would depend
upon the successful
completion of a previous
step.
Learning
strategies or learning paths
could be formulated and
revised
in conjunction with
participants' needs. To
further assure
that each trainee acquires
a maximum amount of
learning
during training sessions,
participants would involve themselves in a development of
task oriented objectives;
therefore, trainees could remain
cognizant of expected learning
outcomes.
When learners are aware of
expectation, learning
is usually more satisfying.
In other words, trainees would
begin to realize a degree of
self-directedness as they
and sequence

.

progress through learning paths.
As participants move along established
learning

paths, management procedures could be
minimized because
each trainee knows exactly what is expected
of him.
Furthermore, both self-directed learning tasks and
instructor spon-

sored learning tasks would enhance achievement for
participants.

In this manner, a proper scope and sequence would

be maintained which assists trainees in developing positive

verbal behaviors.

.
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A Formulation of
Evaluative Criteria
Since the verbal
interaction and 'fehare
shop" tenets
lend themselves to
formative and sanative
evaluations
Participants would have the
flexibility to rethink their
learning purposes and
strategies.
By establishing predetermined goals and
performance objectives as a
means of
reaching a successful outcome,
the interpersonal

communica-

tion approach suggests a
high degree of involvement
on the
part of individual participants.
Consequently, a greater
emphasis is placed on trainee
participation and the inservice approach could be
readjusted to maximize learning
output
When trainees formulate their
own performance objectives, the trainer can facilitate
their collation and
application.
Specific learning tasks would be devised
to
determine the trainee's capabilities—
skills knowledge,
and attitudes— that participants need
to possess in order
,

to successfully complete performance
criteria.

Therefore,

an analysis of learning tasks should be
conducted after each
lesson.

This procedure would assist in determining the

trainee's rate of comprehension and the extent to which

individuals understand the subject matter content.
Ario'ther

phase of the evaluative process would serve

to identify and characterize the communication skills which

.
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have been acquired by
trainees upon the
completion of each
learning exercise.
Those skills that have
been satisfactorily mastered would
be recognized.
Skills not having
been successfully completed
as determined by the
evaluative
criteria would be repeated
through the institution
of a
different learning strategy
designed to give insight
before
the subsequent activity
is commenced.

An essential and inherent
part of the interpersonal
communication approach to in-service
education is a formative evaluation of the
program structure and learning
activities.
This evaluation would result
in data pertaining
to the effectiveness of the
training program.
Based upon
those findings, the in-service
program could be revised
order to meet the needs of the
participants. As a result,
a more reliable in-service
training design would be formulated
to insure the success of participants
on their performance
ob j ectives

m

Summative evaluations should be conducted for
both
trainees and training programs which would indicate
the

level of effectiveness of the interpersonal
communication

approach to in-service education.

Analyses of data would

suggest strengths and weaknesses for the total in-service

training experience.

Implications would be drawn with respect

to limitations and shortcomings.

Recommendations for future
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COmmUnication in-service
training programs
reVealed
FUrth
Redback for both participants and trainers would be
generated. As a
conscience
Of summative
evaluations, future
in-service education
pro-ams could build upon
strengths of previous
experiences.
The interpersonal
communication in-service
training
approach to evaluation or
training process may not
be
fective for all urban
schools.
However, the approach
offers exciting possibilities
which could increase the
opportunities for a more realistic
training outcome. This
is not to say that
capabilities— skills , knowledge,
and
attitudes of participants would
significantly
-

.

™.

improve.

Rather, when effectively
implemented, this approach could
elevate expectations for success.
Whatever the method
used, the total involvement
of participants in any inservice training effort can foster
understanding and an
improvement of verbal communication.
An Interpersonal Communication In-Service
Training Illustration
The graphic illustration of two-way
communication

for urban school systems'

in-service training components

might portray an improved means of disseminating
information.
Despite the fact that many urban school systems
would affirm
that traditional communication is adequate,
future-oriented
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school districts would
find a r P ,i gain in
implementing this
PP ach to more effective
communication.
Interpersonal
communication workshops
for in-service training
would, in
Part, enrich urban
schools' in-service
ivj.ce training
continuum.
trainer can receive and
transmit information
directly from the local
school board, school
department,
and urban schools.
Members of training groups
can communicate
directly with the trainer
and urban school.
Inner-city school
officials can, in turn,
transmit and receive information
from
the school department
or local school board.
Also, information can be transmitted
and ieuervea
received alona
along the communication
channels delineated by the
small arrows.
.

Three groups of training
sessions, comprised of a
different combination of urban
participants, are depicted on
the diagram because there are
occasions when certain kinds
of information would have no
relevancy for other groups.
The training groups for principals,
teachers, students, and
community resource persons would be composed
of selected
individuals in the form of a committee in
order to control
group size.
Committee members would be responsible for

feedback to their respective groups.
Ihe graphic illustration for two-way communication

between an urban school system's training components
does
not imply that this design would be operative or feasible
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or a

inner-city school systems.

Nevertheless, the sohemat
1C
lagram would assist urban
school systems in
formulating an
open communication design
which improves verbal
interaction
among urban school
princina^ teachers, students
principals
and comunity residents.
Interpersonal communication
improvements
for. inner-city schools
are realized slowly.
But through
diligent effort and keen
foresight, more positive
verbal
interactions would be generated.
Urban educators are
required to remain in a perpetual
search for ways to
revitalize interpersonal communication
in urban schools.
,

A

CHAPTER

V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS,
DISCUSSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

Throughout this dissertation
both a need and a
mechanism for improving
interpersonal communication
among
urban school principals,
teachers, and students were
examined.
Positive verbal interactions
between urban teachers and
students need to be improved.
This study has attempted to
focus on in-service training
which facilitates a clearer
perception of the effects of ineffective
interpersonal
communication between urban school
principals, teachers,
students and community residents.
In addition
to the

ordinary communication barriers between
teachers and
students, communication barriers
originating from negative
attitudes for poor and minority students
were
illuminated.

This study attempted to raise key questions
which

would lead to a more positive approach to
verbal behavior
by urban school participants.

Through interviews with

eight urban teachers an attempt has been made to take

advantage of their unique vantage point for observing
verbal behavior in inner-city schools.

In short, the

urban teacher interviews suggested a lack of perception
about the school’s purpose and expectations for both

teachers and students.

.
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Interpersonal Communication
Discussion
As urban creators
be gin to retlect
on interpersonal
communication improvements
for inner-city
schools, the
effects of teaching
styles of teachers
and learning styles
students should be
considered.
Both teaching styles
of
teachers and learning
styles of students will
differ with
respect to individuallss
Tn
In fact
each of these styles
seem
to have a relationship
to the verbal behavior
patterns of
individuals.
Therefore, behavior patterns
are apparently
learned so thoroughly that
they become habits.
This leads
to an acquisition of
good habits as well as
undesirable
habits of human beings which
influence interpersonal
-

-f

’

communication
Inner-city teachers and students
are victims of
habits which influence teaching
and learning.
Also, verbal
behaviors are influenced by attitudes
of both teachers and
students.
Most urban teachers' verbal behavior
toward
urban students results from acquired
habits whether the
communication is positive or negative.
Similarly, most
urban students' verbal behavior results
from habits whether
positive or negative. For instance, an urban
teacher who
expects disruptive urban pupil behaviors will
in all

probabilities receive disruptive pupil behaviors.

Conversely,

an urban teacher who expects orderly pupil behaviors
will

probably receive orderly pupil behaviors.
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While exceptions
to this notion
exist, there is
much
evidence „ hich suggests
inner _ city
students- expectations
ate sublet
.

^

.

^

to a

prophecy in the classroom
lassroom.

tw
Thus a need exists
for

strategies which reorient
both urban teachers,
and students'
a
ltudes toward lore
positive expectations.
Since verbal
behavior patterns are
learned, desirable
habits are as
easily formed as
undesirable behavior
patterns.
In fact,
urban teachers should
.,.
a strive for a
= r
facilitation of positive
verbal behaviors with
respect to pupils and
themselves,
instead of an evolution
of negative verbal
behaviors.
Louis Knowles and Kenneth
Prewitt spoke of learned
behaviors
Of teachers as related
to instructional materials
and
learning strategies:
...The well-informed teacher
can instil
understanding in her students
irrespective of
S
pre ^ udices in textbooks, and
the
nin^
acher e s Pecially if she
herself
erself has racial prejudice, can
undermine even the best text.l

^
1

^

.’

.

Urban teachers' expectations for
inner-city students
are related to their attitudes
which influence verbal interactions between students and themselves.
When in-service
training programs for urban schools are
conceptualized by
a

diversity of participants, attitudes, values
and beliefs

Louis L. Knowles and Kenneth Prewitt, Institutional
Racism
America (Englewood Cliffs, New JerseTl P^inticeHal l> Inc.
1969
p. 57.
.

m

,

)

,
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Sh°uld be a major
focal po nt
.

r.~

_

Through

unders

_

reality . base :
experiences can be
formulated. These
considerations
necessary because
each trainee should
share the same
Perception for training
intents and established
goals
Positive verbal
interactions between
inner-city teachers
and students would
aid in crest,'™
creating a warmer learning
climate
for urban classrooms.

nm g

Urban educators must
search for strategies
to make
ner city school
participants conscious of
their roles in
the fulfillment of
urban students'
educational needs.
For
example, Eleanor Leacock
illuminated a reason for
interpersonal verbal interactions
when she disclosed:
U
° f help to teachers,
with°?he real
reai albeit ??
limited, desire to heln
P
S
ertaln ° hildren in a classroom
£o
have a ^e
e
epti ° n ° f how even with
the bes? wiirir tK WO
ld
d
.'application
Of constable
j-uciduie sxill,
skill they
?h
unwitting! v hpir,P
perpetuate a system of inequalities?
Urban schools are faced with
a choice since they are
the
only societal institution
which houses all students for
a
major portion of their
developmental

y

»

“

’

5

process.

Schools, to
a great extent, will
determine how a student's life
unfolds

whether the developmental task
results in an evolution of

Eleanor Leacock, Teaching and Learning
in Citv
“
Schools (New York:
Basic Books, Inc.
1971
),

p.

8

.
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pupils'

fun

potentials

„

v
Aether

the developmental
task
results
-Its in a regression
of pupils' Pull
potentials
Urban
educators must decide
which r
" lnn
c ity schools
will
serve.
’

—

.

Urban schools should
establish a more
realistic
Purpose and begin to
reflect on the manner
in which
techniques , content,
and organisation
influence purpose.
r example, inner-city
educators must devise
change strategies which enable
them to overcome the
thoughtlessness
about purpose.
Structural analysis of
urban schools would
enable inner-city
principals to determine
the effects of
organization on teaching and
learning.
Even more urgent
is a development of
teaching approaches which
facilitate
positive verbal interactions
between teachers

and students.

A broad spectrum of
change strategies would
help principals
and teachers to remain
cognizant
3
of the school's purpose.

rban schools

principals, teachers, students,
and
community residents should view
interpersonal communication
in-service education as an ongoing
mechanism for enlightening persons at all levels
to the goals, roles, and
responsibilities of each individual.
Positive communication
would give rise to a clearer
perception of inner-city schools'

Crisis
i harVintage
r S . E Silberman,
Books, 19 7UT,
'

vn
(New York.

p.

in the Classroom
"

11.

.
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»:r
.h,„
urban schools.

---

hMa ,

Therefore

eac

an awareness of
the

•,

participant needs to
have

+;
ationship
between his/her verbal
behavior and educational
objectives
jectives
Tr,
In
other words, innercity school principals
-Liioipais
f
teachers, students
t-uuenrs, and community
residents would perceive
their goals, roles,
,

.

.

.

-u

,

*

and

^

responsibilities in light of
urban schoQls
individual participants
could focus on subject
tatter content,
approaches to teaching, and
organizational structures
in
terms of their schools'
aims and outcomes.
,

Actually, there is much
evidence which supports a
proposition that traditional
communication structures are
rapidly becoming dysfunctional
in urban schools; yet,
urban
educators seem to become even
more entrenched in a one-way
flow of information. As
research on verbal behaviors
becomes
more reliable, the need will
increase for constructive

criticism and encouragement for
urban school principals and
teachers.
The conventional communication
structure sets
limits on behavior which hampers
flexibility and creativity
of inner-city school participants.
Thus, articulation among
principals, teachers, students and
community residents is
restrained.
Positive changes in the organizational
structure
of urban schools can open fresh
channels of communication

*— — <160
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In-Service Training
Discussion

irig

for inner- c i tu

t-o

-

Included in a long

liq-t-

-k

SrS 13 generally
held in
0
-f
of

i ow

esteem.

reasons are that:

1) training
sessions are usually
conducted at the
termination of a tiresome school day; 2,
most instructional
materials are not
relevant for inner-city
teachers' needs; and
3 ) often times
urban teachers have no
choice in planning
workshop experiences
et inner-city teachers
are required to sit
and listen to
supervisors who lecture on
effective teaching and
learning
in urban classrooms.

Frequently, these reasons
are given by urban
teachers
as a rationale for
eliminating in-service workshops.
Innercity teachers seem to react
rather strongly to their
exclusion
from planning activities,
and often protest to lectures
by
persons who have a minimum
understanding of classroom knowConsequently the exclusion of many
inner-city teachers
from planning can lead to
negative attitudes toward in-service
training. A lack of consideration
for the thoughts and feelings of teachers particularly
when the training is primarily
for them, causes urban teachers
to become disinterested.
A few teachers revealed that this
insensitivity on the part
of in-service programers made them
feel insecure and alienated.
,

,
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Ironically, inner-city
students express
si mi lar
ons or disliking
teaching and learnin
g in urban schools.
students see, to
think that urban
classroom activities
are not related
to their needs
eds
q„,
Some mner-city
students
”
feeUnSS kn ° Hn
great risks.
In
act, both teachers
and students are
disenchanted about the
same kind of attitude,
attitude- k,,+.
but, neither is
willing or has the
OW how to initiate
a process which
will help alleviate
the problem.
Still most urban teachers
continue to lecture
to pupils each day,
and some do not even
permit students to
raise questions, or enter i-n-f-o
j
into a discussion
because that
would take up too much
valuable lecture time.
Further, some teachers
express an opinion that
innercity students do not have
enough knowledge about
planning to
Share in a development of
learning activities.
This
assumption on the part of urban
teachers implies that pupils'
ideas are not important.
As a result, many inner-city
students
become disinterested and often
feel insecure and alienated.
A lack of interest in continuous
professional development on the part of urban
teachers, can be attributed
•

'

^
.

"

-

•

to

apathy.

Most inner-city teachers appear
to think that selfimprovement ends with an undergraduate
degree in their

respective majors.

Therefore, some urban teachers are

unwilling to participate in in-service
training sessions for
intrinsic incentives, while they expect their
pupils to be
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a captive audience
for a dissemination of
their ideas

Another group of inner-city
teachers believe that
in-service
training should prescribe
solutions for student behavior
irregularities.
Yet, they do not seem
to understand that
their behavior might cause
student behavior

problems.
For
an increasing number of
urban teachers, extrinsic
incentives
such as pay or release time
will encourage attendance, but
has little effect in terms
of broadening teachers'
perceptions
of teaching aims and outcomes.
Despite the fact that innercity teachers are apathetic in
regards to in-service training,
urban educators would partially
eliminate teachers' aversion
by making them a part of training
experiences from con-

ceptualization through its termination.
A new perspective on communication for
urban schools

should include a means of elevating principals',
teachers',

students', and community residents' awarenesses
to the

autocratic nature of their attitudes.

For example,

supervisors automatically assume that they know precisely
what teachers need.
pupils need.

Teachers know exactly what their

Too often, these decisions are made without

consultation with the groups charged with operationalizing
the learning activities

.

On occasions

,

neither supervisors

nor teachers show any evidence of expanding their thinking
to fully comprehend what effect their behavior exerts upon

students.

At times, urban teachers pass on ideas to their

.
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pupils which are
not clearly
thought-out
out
6
s
Some
mner-nitv
teachers do not
understand that students
learn b V lmitatin
their behavior
g
Con,
-ny urban students tail
to
learn th eSSenCS
CreaUVity
•

*

.

•

"

—

•

——

-stead
of c °n renting
teachers with errors
in ju d g e m ent,
pupils
"
S
Patiently and
listen. A tew students
eCOme C ° nfUSed and
react -rough misbehavior
which might
-suit in their separation
trom school.
Still many urban
principals and teachers
cannot perceive any
connection
between their verbal
classroom behavior and
student behavior
problems

-

Many urban educators
hold a notion that
severe
punishment will modify student
behavior problems.
For
example, penal institutions
and warring civilizations
have
made a public spectacle
of criminals since ancient
history.
Inner-city teachers have often
made use of harsh disciplinary
measures as a preventive
technique for similar student
offenders.
William Gnagey pointed out that
there is a ripple
effect in student discipline.
Also, that the ripple effect
was shown to have a negative
or positive effect.
For

example,
an urban teacher disciplines
a student who has high
normative
power in the classroom social
structure, the ripple effect
from the teacher-student interaction
is considerable.
If

the disciplinary measure leads
to student compliance, the
effect has a positive influence on
classmates and they tend

.
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to accept the
management technique
as fain for the
offense
3 ust for the
student.
Conversely, if a student
with

tm

"

social ,
,
disregards the teacher's
control technique, a
rebellious
eeltng flows to his
classmates and often
creates additional
behavior problems.

Too often, a lack of
interpersonal communication
between inner-city school
participants influenced
urban
educators as well as other
institutional leaders to
resort
to stricter discipline.
In spite of the fact
that severe
punishment does not always
result in desirable behavior
modifications, urban educators
continue to use harsh
discipline as a means of
controlling student behavior.
Thus,
urban educators would find
meaningful solutions to student
behavior problems through
effective verbal interactions.

Conclusions
Since in-service training sessions
for urban schools
have realized minor success,
educational improvements have
grown slowly. This is not due to
a decrease in the quantity
of in-service programs but to
the quality of training
programs.
Most in-service training programs have
failed
4

.

William J. Gnagey, "Classroom Discipline," in
Dwight W. Allen and Eli Seifman eds
The Teacher’s Handbook
(Glenview, Illinois:
Scott, Foresman Co., 197
>

lT

,

p.

192.

,
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inner-city schools.
Man urban teachers
Hany
maintain that so me
in-service training
sessions have exerted
a negative effect.
On occasions, inservice training has
been blamed for urban
school failure
and rated as worthless.
An attitude of blaming
the victim
=an lead to a discontinuance
of affective oriented
in-service
training workshops.
In-service training for
urban schools
results in educational
improvements when a realistic
commitment: is made.

Inner-city educators should
identify the reasons
which contribute to the
failure of instructional
programs
as well as in-service
programs. An analysis of
in-service
programs should suggest causes
which influence failure. Most
urban schools have a long history
of failure
in terms of

developing innate potentials of
pupils.
schools have not been discontinued.

To date, urban

The most obvious reason

for the failure of in-service
training sessions is an
omission of inner-city teachers in
planning and implementing

in-service workshops.

Consequently, in-service training has

had a marginal effect on urban teacher
behavior because
teachers do not feel that they are a part
of the training
effort. A few effective in-service training
programers

have identified some programmatic problems, and
they are

beginning to include a key component--the urban teacher.
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In-service training
programs for inner-city
schools
perceived in the wrong
light.
Urban educators
expect in-service
training sessions to
resolve interpersonal
communication problems
without meaningful
involvement by
inner-city teachers and
principals. As presently
designed,
most in-service programs
are formulated to
provide educational
improvements and few see k
to transform teachers
and principals
into new human beings.
Personal commitments on the
part of
principals and teachers to
more reality-based teaching
are
needed if positive behavior
changes are to occur in innercity schools. A more hopeful
design for an in-service training
approach for urban schools should
shed more insight into a
huge puzzle of human interaction
problems.
A major weakness of past
in-service training attempts
for urban schools has been an
absence of effective evaluative
criteria.
Without reliable evaluative feedback,
future

training program efforts are guess work
at best.
Both
formative and summative evaluations are
essential for

constructive and useful feedback.

Evaluations make for

improvements based on past experiences and pave
the way for
new approaches to in-service training.
Adjustments are
essential ingredients of training programs which insure
a

greater degree of success.

Continuous previsions in

content, methods, and structure facilitate more effective
use of time and minimize teacher resistance.
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Traditional communication
structures
uct
interpersonal verbal
a.factions
in urban schools.
Informanon
tionflo
flows from
f
the ton
=
°P nf a
pyra.xd.iike structure
doun to
subordinates in tradi-Mo,-,
traditional institutions.
Everyone transmits
ssages along a one-way
channel without
discussion or
evaluation.
When the information
reaches an urban teacher,
e relays the
announcement to his/her
pupils.
Many times
students will question
inner-city teachers on a
given message
ut often their
questions go unanswered.
A one-way approach
to communication does
not take into account
the relevancy
Of information to a
specific classroom or school.
Changes
in the traditional
communication structure which
facilitate
two-way exchange of ideas
would result in more effective
i

•

communication for urban school
participants.
Most in-service teachers
revealed that the use of
behavioral objectives were more
effective for developing
communication skills. Behavioral
objectives seem to increase
inner-city teachers' training
involvement which led to the
fulfillment of short term goals. A
completion of short
range goals gave urban teachers
immediate success.
Success
enabled inner-city teachers to gain
confidence in themselves
and a more positive attitude toward
in-service training
programs.
Consequently, self-confidence helps facilitate
interest in teachers which encouraged
self-improvements.
Some of the most successful in-service
training programs for
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inner-city teachers
includpd +v,
included
the use of behavioral
v
° Dect i ves as a
methodology.
.

.

A large number of
inner-citv
Clty teac vhers
maintained that
classroom observations
atl ° nS °
nf
f
need teachers were
the most
significant aspect of pn ;
service training
program.
Class
room observations
gave urban teachers
g
a chance to view
effec
° Om,nUni0ati0n
SkUlS
egress. These teachers had
an opportunity to
ac.uire adopt, or modify
teaching skills
to broaden their
particular teaching styles
and behavior
patterns.
Thus, classroom
observations made inner-city
aware of ggood tpanVn'nrr
teaching techniques and
increased
their expectations for
successful teaching.

-P—

,

Some urban teachers
reported that classroom observations and self-analyses
increase their participation
and
learning as a result of
in-service training. Both selfanalyses and classroom observations
gave inner-city teachers
a two-pronged approach
to improving their teaching.

First,

they could observe the teaching
behavior of experienced
teachers which gave rise to increased
learning.
Secondly,
teachers had an opportunity to make
self-analyses of their
own teaching behavior. Many
urban teachers felt that selfanalyses were most helpful in developing
teaching
skills.

Many inner-city teachers will not continue
to train
and renew themselves after participation
in an in-service
training program. Therefore in-service
training must
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include ongoing phases.

When teachers do not
continue to
train and renew themselves,
urban educators should
institute
in-service training in stages.
Training attempts cannot
terminate as a one-shot effort.
This aspect attests to a
fact that inner-city teachers
need continuous feedback
whether in the form of
constructive criticism or
encouragement
good teaching.
In-service training phases with
built-in
incentives for ongoing self-development
in teachers would
eliminate a reversion to a previous
stage of achievement.
An increasing number of urban
teachers indicated that
both cognitive and affective
objectives for inner-city schools
are feasible.
In fact, these objectives
complement each
other which improves instruction for
inner-city
schools.

Cognitive and affective objectives facilitate
the teaching
of the whole child which suggests
that both aims can assist
student development collectively. Despite the
fact that

urban teachers are adults, they too, need
encouragement and
special attention.
The inner-city teacher who learns how to
combine both cognitive and affective objectives realizes

more rewarding experiences.

Communication barriers inhibit verbal interactions
among urban school participants.

Several different labels

are placed on the kinds of communication barriers such as

generation gap, communication gap, listening gap, etc.
Still, these descriptive labels only satisfy their user.

.
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Descriptive lables do
not help breakdown
communication
barriers between
teachers and students.
Teachers and students
mUSt " 0rk °° lleCtiVely
«»*»« ways to surmount barriers
which interfere with
positive verbal interactions.
Each
urban participant
should realize that
communication barriers
exist because individuals
perceive them as verbal
behavior
inhibitors
A large number of
urban teachers view
student discipline
problems as a major deterrent
to effective teaching.
If
problem students were removed,
proponents argue, teaching
and learning would increase.
Therefore, stringent rules
and
regulations are instituted as
a deterrent to student
disruptions. When students
fail consistently to conform
to certain standards,
they are, in turn, separated
from
schools.
Urban educators must seek
strategies for managing
inner-city student behavior which
reduce behavior problems
and promote student learning.

Recommendations
Since traditional communication is
characterized by
a one-way flow of information,
verbal reactions of subordinates
is discouraged.
Urban administrators should take a fresh
look at their traditional communication
structure in terms
of its capacity to effect positive
interactions among urban
school participants. A concerted effort
must ensue which
lends itself to a revitalization of interpersonal
communications
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a "^ ^ eve ^- s in
urban schools
cnoois

.

Thi
This
rejuvenation of

person-to-person communication
°n 13 nnece ssary
if principals
anri + dC v
6rS dre
ad3USt t0 the chan
Sing verbal behavior

^

“

™^

Parson
inner-city school’s
purpose
..h „ex ectat
P
P
ions
fn
„ ° ne ‘
Way commun ication
presents

.

The traditional

only one-sided
expectations --that is
expectations of authority
figures-but
no reciprocal
expectations for subordinates.

Teacher unions have emerged
gea as a
a „„„
concomitant force
for setting standards
and obligations for
inner-city teachers.
Generally, teacher unions
act as bargaining
agents for
teachers in negotiations
of salaries and working
conditions.
Another role for teacher
unions would entail in-service
training which not only
improves working conditions
and
salaries, but to upgrade
instructions within classrooms.
These areas are not incompatible.
On the contrary, they

complement each other because
both of them can improve
interpersonal communication among
urban school participants.
Most evidence indicates that a
well informed teacher enjoys
a more rewarding work experience
than an uninformed teacher.
This is not to suggest that
teacher unions become directly
involved in teacher training situations,
but to
imply that

their professional goals should
include both employment
security and in-service professional
development.

s
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Inner-city school
principals
^
.

:r

”""* 8 **

*

——

*

«•«.

^eac bers
v

I

-

,

students

-

°ts of interpersonal

communication in urban
schools,
person should contribute
to the development
of a
purpose.
The urban schools'
objectives should lead
to more
evant aims and outcomes.
Interpersonal communication
S Ills development
is an important
aspect of inner-city
schools' goals.
These goals should
recognize the fact that
dual teachers can make
use of personal learning
approaches and teaching
styles, but the school's
established
aims and outcomes are still
fulfilled.
This kind of
flexibility allows inner-city
teachers to retain their
creativity and personal
teaching styles.
Finally, urban
educators should continue
to increase the
level of inter-

personal communication among
individuals who comprise a
school
population because positive
verbal interaction
enhances understanding and
understanding improves learning.
Most research on teacher
behavior suggests that
teachers are influenced by
their attitudes.
Therefore,
trainers for in-service programs
should seek to generate
positive attitudes in teachers.
Similarly, teachers should
seek to foster positive attitudes
in students.
Both trainer
and teacher must understand that
new programs do not
'

necessarily promote attitudinal changes
in students or

r
“
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’

vl

person Dust search
for and try out
pr

““*

ri "* 11

„ Z,
themselves

“

”

-

«—

introspectivelv to
ascertain that their
attitnd 6S are com
Patible with effective
tea
in urban schools.

—

^^

— —^—city

Since a need exists
for interpersonal
communication

I

0mmUniCatl0n SkiU8

educators can

teChniquea whi =h concentrate
ions among participants.
Verbal
h
behavtor
is influenced b
y interpersonal interaction
between urban school
participants.
Therefore, a development
of communication
shills and techniques
could influence
positive verbal behaviors
and greatl y reduce
negative verbal
responses. Most disciplinary
problems stewing from
poor
Verbal behaviors between
students and teachers
would witness
a rapid decline.
Consequently, interpersonal
communication
in-service training would
eliminate many of the student
disruptions arising from
teacher-student misunderstandings.
Effective in-service trainers
for urban schools would
create and, most important,
maintain a two-pronged approach
for the facilitation of
experienced-based self-development
programs for inner-city schools.
First, the in-service
trainer should have an affiliation
with a major univeristy
Which grants credits toward
an advanced degree in teacher
education.
Second, the trainer should have the
commitments
on effect^
f60tlng Verbal

“•
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i °°* 1

„„ „

*»< •«.«>

oraer to
formulate reali+v K
dSe „ ln ~service
programs.
The twopronged approach for
professional in-service
improvements
of Drino*ipa s
and teachers would
generate fresh
f
opportunities
for both
h th.
the UniVerSity
school systems
By
establishing in-service
education programs with
a joint
sponsorship, positive
communication between
teacher
preparation programs at
the universitv
diversity and in-service
teacher
raining programs would
increase.
Tor example, the
university
38 3 W6alth ° f
teaChin§
teaching strategies
for improving teaching
and learning in urban
schools.
On
the other hand, urban
schools have a wealth of t
human potentials
ln anticipation of
continuous development.
.

•

•

.

•

.

.

-

A different way of
looking at new in-service
programs
for urban schools is to
think in terms of short
range
successes which are based
on long range planned
procedures
for change.
This new line of reasoning
would eliminate
y ill conceived short term
appeasement programs and
effectively reduce the amount
of time needed for intervention
when urban school crises arise.
Built-in check points for
in-service training programs would
facilitate formative
evaluations.
Therefore, effective monitoring
techniques
would indicate the level of progress
and need for programatic
alterations.
In other words, check points
would denote a
given level of verbal communication
improvement complete
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with safety valves
that prevent back
flow.
This process is
similar to valves
associated with veins in the ,
° Uer a PP®ndages
of the h
human .body which check
the back flow of blood.
Consequently, urban teacher
in-service training programs
would
reach and sustain a level of I'n+e
interpersonal communication
which prohibits a reversion
.
to a
previous one.
Planned
long range in-service
training procedures would
foster ongoing communication
improvements for more hopeful
futures for
inner-city schools.
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